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Vowel harmony and vowel-to-vowel coarticulation are long-distance assimilatory 
processes wherein certain vowels trigger systematic changes in adjacent vowels; harmony 
effects phonological change, resulting in phonemic alternation, while coarticulation 
effects phonetic change. This thesis offers a novel acoustic analysis of the coarticulatory 
processes present in disharmonic words in Kazan Tatar, a language with left-to-right 
palatal harmony.  While right-to-left palatal coarticulation is found to be widespread, left-
to-right palatal coarticulation is virtually nonexistent in Tatar.  It is hypothesized that 
gradient and categorical processes sharing the same triggers, targets, target feature, and 
direction cannot coexist; the diachronic implication for Tatar is that, once coarticulation 
was phonologized into harmony, the original coarticulatory process that gave rise to 
harmony was eradicated.  This two-way interaction between gradient and categorical 
processes argues in favor of the distinctly phonological nature of vowel harmony and 
against a phonetic account of harmony.    
In the second part, an acoustic analysis of rounding assimilation in Kazan Tatar is 
undertaken.  The acoustic data suggests that neither rounding harmony nor labial 






This thesis investigates two processes of assimilation, namely vowel harmony and 
coarticulation, with regard to the features [back] and [round], using the Kazan Tatar 
language as a testing ground.  It introduces novel acoustic data regarding palatal and 
labial phonetic coarticulation in Kazan Tatar and considers the implications of this data 
for the interaction of coarticulation and the previously documented process of vowel 
harmony.  (For more on vowel harmony in Tatar, see Comrie 1997, Berta 1998, and 
Poppe 1968.)  Both palatal (backness) harmony and coarticulation and labial (rounding) 
harmony and coarticulation are included in this investigation.  
The phonological process of vowel harmony, found in typologically distinct 
languages around the world, has been addressed time and again by theoreticians hoping 
to achieve an adequate theoretical depiction of the mechanisms behind the process. But 
vowel harmony offers potential insight into more than theoretical phonology.  It is widely 
believed that vowel harmony arises historically from a gradient phonetic process of 
coarticulation, whereby vowels in neighboring syllables exert a minor but notable 
influence on one another, leading to tiny shifts in vocalic attributes.  Over time, this 
phonetic pattern begins to be perceived as categorical and is phonologized into vowel 
harmony.  (See Ohala 1994a; Linebaugh 2007; Majors 2006; and Beddor & Yavuz 1995.)   
Beddor and Yavuz 1995 investigated the coarticulatory patterns of Turkish with 
regard to [back], a language with front-back harmony, and found that the primary 
direction of coarticulation in Turkish opposed the direction of harmony.  The present 
2 
work carries this line of inquiry further by investigating the assimilatory processes of 
Kazan Tatar in two parts.  The first part looks at front-back coarticulation and harmony, 
and the second at rounding coarticulation and harmony.  By investigating the phonetic 
patterns of coarticulation still in force in a harmonic language, the present work aims to 
shed light on the interaction between phonological processes and their close correlates on 
phonetic level.   
In investigating front-back coarticulation in Tatar, three specific hypotheses are 
tested:  
Hypothesis 1: Carryover coarticulation will be present, particularly in /a…ä/ and 
/ä...a/  
sequences. 
Hypothesis 2: Anticipatory coarticulation will be present across the vowels tested.  
Hypothesis 3: /i/ will be more resistant to coarticulation.   
These hypotheses are based on informal observation during elicitation and the 
results of Beddor and Yavuz 1995, a similar study of a typologically similar language 
(Turkish), as explained more fully in 3.2.  Of particular interest is whether the directions 
of vowel harmony and vowel-to-vowel coarticulation coincide.  Beddor and Yavuz 1995 
found that, in Turkish, the primary direction of coarticulation is opposite the direction of 
harmony.  Harmony in Tatar proceeds left-to-right; if this study should discover primarily 
left-to-right (carryover) vowel-to-vowel coarticulation in Tatar, it would contradict 
Beddor and Yavuz’s 1995 data, while a finding of primarily right-to-left (anticipatory) 
coarticulation would echo their results and suggest a typological pattern.  Should this 
prove the case, one might posit a systematic link between the existence of harmony in a 
language and the lack of a parallel pattern of vowel-to-vowel coarticulation.   
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The second part of the present work investigates assimilatory processes in Kazan 
Tatar affecting the feature [round].  (See 4.1 – 4.4.)  While rounding harmony is not 
uncommon in Turkic languages, the literature is divided on whether such a process is 
present in Kazan Tatar.  If it exists, the pattern is expected to appear in the mid vowels.  
Some researchers claim that rounding harmony affecting the mid vowels is still extant in 
the language (Johanson 1998a:32-33), others that harmony exists and also that rounding 
decreases across mid vowels, implying the possibility of a coexistent gradient pattern 
(Comrie 1997:903), and still others that the only process resembling rounding harmony in 
Tatar is a phonotactic restriction forbidding round mid vowels in non-initial syllables 
(Poppe 1968:15).   The present work uses acoustic analyses to investigate the validity of 




2. BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
2.1   The Origins Of The Tatar People, Ethnonym, And Language 
Throughout history, the term ‘Tatar’ has been applied to a number of different 
peoples inhabiting many far-flung territories in Europe and Asia, and even today 
continues to apply in some capacity to at least five different peoples.  However, the 
people designated simply as Tatars, with no qualifier appended thereto, are the Volga 
Tatars, who primarily reside in or trace their origins from the Republic of Tatarstan in 
Russia, a federal subject of the Russian federation located some 600 miles east of 
Moscow.  The Volga and Kama rivers flow together in Tatarstan, giving rise to the 
designation of the area, its people, and their language as Volga Tatars.  (See Figure 1 - 
Map of Tatarstan.1) 
While the modern Republic of Tatarstan has been known as a part of the Volga or 
Volga-Kama region for many centuries, the accepted use of the term Tatar to apply to the 
Tatar people is relatively recent.  Until the end of the nineteenth century, the Volga 
Tatars identified under a number of ethnonyms, including ‘Kazanis’, ‘Bulgars’, 
‘Mishars’, and sometimes ‘Tatars’, as well as simply ‘Muslims’, but the use of the term 
‘Tatar’ was often shunned by the Tatars themselves.  This dispreference may have arisen 
from negative associations with the Mongol Tatars, who played a crucial role in the 
                                                            
1 Attributions for Figure 1 - Left: ‘Tatar03’. Licensed under Public Domain via Wikimedia Commons - 
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Tatar03.png#/media/File:Tatar03.png; right: image in the public 
domain from http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Atlas_of_Russia#/media/File:Rs-map.png. 
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history of the region in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.   Tatar thinkers in the late 
nineteenth century succeeded in rehabilitating the ethnonym ‘Tatar’, such that its use is 
now widely accepted and is indeed a point of pride for the Tatar people (Rorlich 1986:3-
4). 
Figure 1 - Map of Tatarstan 
While the term Tatar has now come into wider use, there is still widespread 
debate about the origins of the term and of the Tatar people themselves.  This debate 
reaches back over a thousand years in the history of the Volga region to the Bulgar state 
that emerged around the tenth century, when the Turkic Bulgars appeared, ruling over 
and assimilating the local people of Finno-Ugric descent.  This Bulgar state boasted 
thriving agriculture, trade, and craftsmanship of many kinds, and, in 922, it officially 
adopted Islam (Rorlich 1986:10-16; Wertheim 2004:7).  The language of the Volga 
Bulgars was of Turkic origin and most closely resembled Chuvash than any other of the 
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modern Turkic languages (Sahan 2002:10).  Bulgar rule of the area continued until 1236, 
when the armies of Batu Khan overran the region.   
Batu Khan, grandson of Genghis Khan, was the leader of the Golden Horde, one 
of the successor states to the great Mongol Empire (Halperin 1985:21).  The Golden 
Horde encompassed ‘the upper Volga, the territory of the former Volga Bolgar [sic] state, 
Siberia to the Urals, the northwestern Caucasus, Bulgaria (for a time), the Crimea and 
Khwarizm in Central Asia’ (Halperin 1985:25) – a significant territory, which is depicted 
in Figure 2.2  The peoples of the Golden Horde were not only Mongols, but also Turkic 
tribes and assimilated conquered peoples from many regions (Rorlich 1986:19).  The 
Golden Horde disintegrated in the first half of the fifteenth century and was succeeded in 
the Volga region by the Kazan Khanate.  By some accounts, the Kazan Khanate began in 
1437 when the last Golden Horde ruler, Ulu Muhammed, fled the capital, Saray; by 
others, in 1445 with the ascension of his son Mahmud to power in Kazan (Rorlich 
1986:20, 1986:24).   
Figure 2 - Golden Horde Map ca. 1300 
2 Attribution for Figure 2 - By Gabagool (Own work) [CC BY 3.0 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0)], via Wikimedia Commons, at 
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File%3AGoldenHorde1300.png.   
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The time of the Kazan Khanate represented a golden age in the history of Tatars 
in Kazan; the state prospered and ‘enjoyed a flourishing cultural life’ (Rorlich 1986:30).  
This was also the period when a distinctively Tatar identity emerged, which persists to 
the present day, and the Tatar language began to exhibit a distinct form (Rorlich 
1986:30).  However, the golden age was not to last long: in 1552, scarcely a hundred 
years after the establishment of the Kazan Khanate, the Russian tsar Ivan IV, also known 
as Ivan the Terrible, conquered Kazan and established lasting Russian rule over the 
region, in which periods of oppression and persecution of Tatars alternated with periods 
of relative tolerance.   
Russian rule passed into Soviet rule in the twentieth century, and in 1992, after 
the dissolution of the Soviet Union, the citizens of Tatarstan, both Russian and Tatar, 
voted to make Tatarstan a sovereign state, despite severe Russian opposition from outside 
the republic. Two years later, a treaty was concluded with Moscow defining the 
economic relationships of the two entities.  However, this sovereignty was short lived: it 
was essentially revoked when Putin rose to power in 2000, and the treaty was 
renegotiated (Faller 2011:11-12).   
Who, then, amidst this history, represented the true ancestors of the modern Volga 
Tatars?  Scholars propose three possibilities: the Volga Bulgars, the Kipchak Turks, and 
the Mongol Turks (Wertheim 2004:7).  The Bulgar thesis links modern Tatars to the 
Turkic Bulgars who had settled in the Volga region before the arrival of the Golden 
Horde (Rorlich 1986:6), while the Kipchak thesis states that ‘Kazan Tatars are direct 
descendants of the Tatars of the Golden Horde’ (Rorlich 1986:6).  The Mongol thesis 
also links the Tatars to the Golden Horde, but ties them to a Mongol-speaking (rather 
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than a Kipchak-speaking) group therein (Rorlich 1986:4-5).  This has been a subject of 
much debate, carrying at times weighty political and cultural ramifications, and it may 
never be possible to know exactly what contributed to the origins of the Volga Tatars.  
What is clear is that both the Volga Bulgars and the peoples of the Golden Horde played 
important roles in the history of the region and its people, and that the modern Tatar 
language is clearly linked, linguistically at least, to the Kipchak family of Turkic 
languages.   
The much-debated link between the modern Volga Tatars and various historical 
Turkic-speaking peoples alludes to an interesting attribute of the Turkic family of 
languages: although its members are widely dispersed geographically, stretching from 
Turkey across Russia and Central Asia to China and the far eastern reaches of Siberia, 
they retained many structures and features in common.  Until the end of the nineteenth 
century, the written Chaghatay language, which had a great deal of prestige, served as a 
common written language, comprehensible by speakers throughout large parts of the 
Turkic-speaking world, though it often appeared with elements of the local language 
intermingled (Johanson 1998b:87).  The development of individual literary languages, 
including an early form of modern literary Tatar, also began in this period, though there 
was at the same time a deliberate effort to establish a common written Turkic language 
for all the Turkic-speaking groups of Russia.  The journal Terjiman, which began 
publication in 1883, was representative of this effort, though it ultimately came to 
nothing as the varying languages continued to evolve separately towards their modern 
variants.   
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The language of the Volga Tatars belongs to the northwestern or Kipchak branch 
of Turkic and is variously designated as Tatar, Volga Tatar, or Kazan Tatar; its closest 
linguistic relative is Bashkir, spoken in the neighboring Republic of Bashkortostan.  
Other Kipchak subgroups, less closely related to Tatar than Bashkir, contain the Crimean 
Tatar, Karachay, Kumyk, Kazakh, Karakalpak, Kipchak Uzbek, and Kirghiz languages 
(Johanson 1998b:82-83; see Figure 3).  The Turkic language family itself is sometimes 
said to be a subfamily of the larger Altaic language family, alongside the Mongolic and 
Tungusic and – by some reports – Koreanic and Japonic branches (Miller 1971:43-44).  
However, the existence and composition of the Altaic language group is a matter of 
ongoing debate among linguists, and one too far afield from the present topic to merit 
addressing in detail here.   
The Tatar language boasts more than 5 million speakers worldwide (Comrie 
1997:899), of whom approximately 1.5 million live in Tatarstan (Sahan 2002:9).  There 
are a number of dialects of Tatar, with the main three being the central dialect, also 
known as Kazan Tatar, spoken in and around Kazan, the capital of Tatarstan; the western 
or Mishar dialect, located in the Volga region outside the borders of Tatarstan; and the 
Eastern dialect, spoken in Western Siberia (Sahan 2002:9).  The literary form of Tatar is 
based on Kazan Tatar, though one author reports that the standard language draws its 
phonetics from the Kazan dialect and its morphology from the western Mishar dialect 
(Berta 1998:283).  The question of whence the morphology of the standard language 
primarily stems is, for this work, peripheral, since the focus lies on the phonetics and 
phonology of the spoken language of Kazan Tatar, which is referred to throughout as 
‘Kazan Tatar’ or simply ‘Tatar.’   




Figure 3 - Turkic Language Family Tree 
Based on data from Johanson 1998:81-83. 
1 1 
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2.2 The Use of Tatar in Tatarstan 
The two official languages of Tatarstan are Tatar and Russian.  However, 
according to census data from 2002, 93% of Tatars in Tatarstan claimed fluency in 
Russian,3 while only 4% of the Russian population of Tatarstan claimed to speak Tatar 
(Faller 2011:13).  In other words, the Tatar population is mostly bilingual (or, in some 
cases, monolingual in Russian), while the Russian population is monolingual.  This 
fundamental asymmetry between the Russian and Tatar language groups is a defining 
characteristic of the situation of the Tatar language within Tatarstan.  While efforts are 
underway to promote the use of the Tatar language and a more widespread bilingualism, 
the language is also threatened in many ways, caught in a situation one researcher 
classifies as a case of ‘potentially reversible “gradual language death”’ (Wertheim 
2004:2).  Understanding the bilingual situation of Tatarstan as well as the tension 
between the Tatar and Russian languages, which contrasts with the historical relationship 
of Tatar to Arabic, is relevant to the experimental design of the present work.  Where 
phonologically assimilated Arabic and Farsi loan words are widely accepted in Tatar (see 
2.6), Russian loan words consistently exhibit Russian phonology and are frequently 
rejected from identification with the Tatar language, as discussed further below.   
Several researchers have investigated the current sociolinguistic situation in 
Tatarstan; one of these was Aurora Alvarez Veinguer, who studied the attitudes toward 
Tatar language and identity through observation and interviews with students and 
teachers at both Tatar and non-Tatar secondary schools or gymnásias.  The few Tatar 
3 Wertheim explains that in both Russian and Tatar, ‘native language’ refers to the language of one’s 
heritage rather than necessarily the first language learned or a speaker’s most dominant language, so that, 
although 95-99% of Tatars claim to be fluent in the Tatar language, the actual figure may be as low as 36% 
when it comes to the question of Tatars who speak Tatar regularly at home (Wertheim 2004:35-6). 
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secondary schools, that is, those where Tatar is the primary language of instruction, are 
part of a broader effort to promote bilingualism in the republic and to nurture a Tatar 
renaissance – impossible if the language is not preserved and valued (Alvarez Veinguer 
2007:195).  Her work highlights the imbalance between Russian and Tatar: not only do 
Tatars speak Russian, but not vice versa, but the general attitude she reports of Russians 
in Tatarstan toward the Tatar language is one of disinterest.  In the Tatar gymnásias she 
studied, among Tatar speakers who place a high value on preserving and promoting Tatar 
language and culture, she illustrates that Tatar language is valued more for its connection 
to the past than any anticipated scholarly or professional benefit in the future  (Alvarez 
Veinguer 2007:198-200). 
Suzanne Wertheim is another researcher who conducted fieldwork in Kazan and 
investigated the sociolinguistic situation of Tatar in detail, describing specific pathways 
of language attrition and expansion and assessing the state of the language in the path 
toward language extinction or preservation.  She addresses the question of functional 
domains, which is critical when considering the status of a language in a particular place.  
Under Soviet rule, Tatar lost some of the stigma it had previously possessed and began to 
expand into more functional domains, even to the point of becoming a school subject for 
Russian students.  However, the majority of school instruction available in Kazan is in 
Russian, and, outside the Tatar gymnásias discussed by Alvarez Veinguer, even Tatar 
students may speak primarily Russian among themselves, with Tatar language used 
occasionally as a mark of solidarity (Faller 2011:12-13).  Wertheim reported in 2004 that 
there were five times as many Russian schools and Russian-language teachers as Tatar 
schools and teachers in Kazan.  The majority of the media available is also in Russian.  
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Though some Tatar-language media is available, Wertheim reports that the quality of 
certain forms of Tatar media is very low compared to that of competing Russian media.  
Finally, the public domain is one where Russian is dominant to the exclusion of Tatar.  
Wertheim recounts the following anecdote:  
Transactions on public transportation are also in Russian only, and on several 
occasions I saw or was told about Tatars attempting to buy tickets in Tatar who 
were scolded by Russophone conductors or tram drivers.  In addition, I observed 
the following situation multiple times: two salespeople are speaking Tatar behind 
the counter in a store, two Tatars walk up to the counter, also speaking Tatar.  The 
conversations pause, the official transaction is made in Russian, and then both 
Tatar-language conversations resume   
(2004:41-41). 
Despite this stark distinction between the ‘proper’ use of each language, 
Wertheim reports that urban Tatars frequently code-switch into Russian and that this is 
perceived, at least by some Russians, as proof of their speaking Tatar imperfectly.  This 
view is shared by many Tatars, for whom speaking a pure form of Tatar, free of Russian, 
is a high priority.  Wertheim explains, ‘“Pure” Tatar is defined in opposition to Russian, 
which is a selective target: while Russian influence and interference is rejected, 
influences from other languages, in particular from Arabic, are not’ (2004:2-3).  The 
presence of such thinking also became evident during my own work, when, in inquiring 
after a word or after hearing a word for the first time, the warning was often added, ‘But 
that’s a Russian word.’  Though it was acknowledged that the Russian word in question 
might be used in an otherwise entirely Tatar-language conversation, it was often felt 
necessary to make recourse to a dictionary to search for a more ‘pure’ Tatar synonym.  
This occurred even with Russian words whose use as a borrowing was well-established in 
Tatar.  Foreign words of Arabic origin did not elicit this reaction.  
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Because of the distribution of functional domains and the frequent use of code-
switching among Tatar-speaking youth, Wertheim finds that Tatar is in an unusual if not 
a unique state of language development, ‘simultaneously contracting and expanding’  
(2004:44).  According to Wertheim, the frequent use of Russian code-switching among 
the younger generations of speakers is a trait of a contracting language or a language in a 
state of attrition (2004:44). However, the promotion of Tatar through various policies has 
helped the language expand its functional domains in recent times, though they are still 
limited, as demonstrated above, and this expansion is not typical of a language in a state 
of attrition4 (Wertheim 2004:44). 
The asymmetrical relationship between the Russian and Tatar languages, the high 
levels of bilingualism in Tatarstan, and the concern for a ‘pure,’ de-Russified Tatar have 
a direct bearing on the present study, since one of the primary areas of investigation is the 
realization of vowel harmony and coarticulation in disharmonic loan words, and the 
omnipresence of Russian vocabulary in various stages of adaptation is relevant to this 
study.  Indeed, one might surmise that, were the sociolinguistic situation different – if, 
perhaps, there were a significant concentration of monolingual Tatar speakers in 
Tatarstan – the phonology of assimilated loan words might differ considerably.  As it is, a 
basic understanding of the role of Tatar in Tatarstan is essential for any study 
encompassing borrowed lexical items.   
4 The claim that Tatar’s functional domains have expanded in recent times is one that Wertheim makes, but 
it is unclear what new functional domains have been obtained by Tatar or which specific domains have 
expanded in recent times.   
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2.3 The Linguistic History of Tatar 
A great deal has been said about the historical development of Tatar and the 
Turkic languages generally that could be recounted here, but only two brief points are 
relevant.  The first bears on lexical development, which occurred in three chronological 
layers.  The oldest lexical items in Tatar have Turkic roots, while a second chronological 
layer of vocabulary hails from Arabic or Persian roots.  Words from both these groups 
belong to ‘pure’ Tatar, while many words of Russian origin, the third and most recent 
period of lexical influence, are excluded.  Among words borrowed from Russian there is 
significant variation in the degree of assimilation, as some loans were borrowed centuries 
ago and others appeared only in recent years (Comrie 1997:899-900).  This work will 
restrict its analysis to words perceived as belonging to ‘pure’ Tatar – that is, native roots 
and older Arabic and Persian loans – and will not pursue the matter of Russian loan 
phonology in Tatar.     
The second historical change that bears directly on the study of vowel harmony in 
Tatar is the so-called ‘Volga vowel shift.’  Unlike some Turkic languages, Tatar contrasts 
vowel heights in three dimensions; the mid series is significantly reduced,5 while both the 
high and low series are considered ‘full’ or ‘tense’ – that is, non-reduced.   This reduction 
is realized through both centralization and shortened duration.  The Volga vowel shift 
concerns the mid and high series of vowels, which underwent an unusual diachronic 
change: the high vowel series lowered to mid vowels and the mid vowels raised to high 
vowels.  Thus, the two vowel heights executed a perfect switch in height while 
maintaining their other significant features, such as backness and roundness.  This 
5 Some works use the term ‘lax’ to refer to the reduced quality of these vowels. 
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contrast is clearly visible in Turkish-Tatar cognates, such as Tatar dürt and Turkish dört 
‘four,’ or Tatar kön and Turkish gün ‘day’ (Sahan 2002:20-21).  The exact mechanism of 
this switch is unclear, though it seems likely that what is now the mid series of vowels 
was centralized while the modern Volga high series was raised along the periphery of the 
vowel space.  This hypothesis is supported by the fact that there is still a significant 
degree of centralization in the mid vowels.  Regardless of how the change occurred, this 
effect is significant because, while rounding harmony is found only in the high series of 
vowels in Turkish and many other Turkic languages, in Tatar, rounding harmony (or at 
least the last remnants thereof) appears in the mid vowels.    
2.4   Tatar Phonetics 
The purpose of this section is to provide a brief overview of the phonemic 
inventory of Tatar.  Tatar has 30 phonemes in native words, and 8 that occur only in loan 
words or words of foreign origin.  Of these, 25 are consonants, of which 5 appear only in 
borrowings, and 10 are vowels, with an additional 3 vowels appearing only in loan 
words.   
2.4.1 Consonants 
There are five labial consonants in Tatar: /p/, /b/, /m/, /f/, and /v/.  /v/ appears only 
in loanwords.   /p/, like other voiceless stops in Tatar, is aspirated, while /b/ and other 
voiced stops are unaspirated.   
The coronal consonants include two stops and six fricatives, with a contrastive 
three-way distinction among the fricatives, along with a trill, a lateral liquid, a nasal, and 
an affricate, which only appears in loan words.  The stops are /t/ and /d/.  The alveolar 
fricatives are /s/ and /z/; the postalveolar fricatives are /ʃ/ and /ʒ/; the palato-alveolar 
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fricatives, which are sometimes described as highly palatalized postalveolars or 
alveopalatals, are /ɕ/ and /ʑ/.  Poppe and Berta report that /ʑ/ and /ɕ/ may be realized as 
palatalized affricates or as palatalized fricatives (Poppe 1968:12-13; Berta 1998:284); in 
my research, the only documented allophones of these two phonemes have been the 
fricatives.  The other coronal segments are /r/, which may be realized as [r] or [ɾ], /l/, 
which is realized as [l] near front vowels and [ɫ] near back vowels (Poppe 1968:13), /n/, 
and /t͡ s/, which appears only in loan words.
The dorsal consonants are represented by four phonemes, /k/, /g/, /ŋ/ and /x/.  /x/ 
is a voiceless velar fricative.  The other dorsal segments may be articulated as velars or 
uvulars, depending on the harmonic class of the surrounding vowels.  Thus, /k/ is realized 
as [k] near front vowels and as [q] adjacent to back vowels, while /g/ is [g] near front 
vowels and as a uvular segment near back vowels.  The [+back] allophone of /g/ is 
sometimes realized as the voiced stop [G],6 but more often as the voiced fricative [ʁ],7 
probably due to the inherent difficulty of articulating a uvular voiced stop.  Similarly, /ŋ/ 
may be pronounced as a velar or a uvular nasal, according to the harmonic status of the 
surrounding vowels.  In borrowed words, however, including older, highly assimilated 
Arabic borrowings, the dorsal segments may not alternate as prescribed; most commonly, 
[q] will appear in front vocalic words.  Orthographically, such unpredictable
pronunciations are indicated by the use of <ь> or <ъ>. 
There are two glides in Tatar, as well as two laryngeal consonants.  /j/ appears 
intervocalically and in coda and onset positions, but may not appear between a consonant 
6 In my research, I have not documented any instances of [G]; instead, the uvular fricative occurs in all 
back instances of /g/.    
7 Other sources transcribe this as the velar [ɣ]; in my research, I have encountered this allophone realized as 
[ʁ]. 
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and a vowel (i.e. in onset position after a preceding consonant); /w/ also occurs.  The 
voiceless glottal stop /ʔ/ appears in loanwords from Arabic, and the segment /h/ also 
appears.   The consonantal phonemes of Tatar are depicted in Table 1.  
2.4.2 Vowels 
The vowel system of Tatar distinguishes vowels on three dimensions: height, 
roundness, and backness.  Phonemically, height is a three-way distinction, while 
backness and roundness are two-way distinctions in Tatar.  The vocalic phonetic system 
in Tatar consists of nine or ten phonemes according to different interpretations; all ten are 
shown in Table 2 below.   
Table 2 – Vowel Phonemes of Tatar 
Front 
Unrounded 
Front Rounded Back 
Unrounded 
Back Rounded 
High /i/ /ü/ /i/* /u/ 
Mid /e/ /ö/ /ǝ/ /o/ 
Low /ä/ -- /a/ -- 
*controversial
Russian loan words also contain /o/, /e/, and /i/, which have phonetic realizations 
categorically distinct from their orthographically identical Tatar counterparts.  The 











Palatal Velar Glottal 
Stop /p/     /b/ /t/   /d/ /k/ /g/ /ʔ/* 
Fricative /f/   /v/* /s/     /z/ /ʃ/  /ʒ/*  /ɕ/    /ʑ/  /x/  /h/* 
Affricate /t͡ s/*
Nasal         /m/         /n/   /ŋ/ 
Flap/Trill         /r/ 
Liquid         /l/ 
Glide         /w/         /j/ 
*Appears only in loan words or words of foreign origin
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phonological representations used here (and shown in Table 2) are chosen for 
orthographic ease; thorough phonetic descriptions are given below.   
/i/ is high, front, and unrounded [i].   
/ü/ is phonologically front but phonetically closer to central [u] than front [y].   
/i/ is diphthongized and often described as [ǝj]; the controversy surrounding its 
phonemic status will be discussed below.  
/u/ is realized as high back rounded [u].  
/e/ is a reduced front unrounded mid-high vowel realized somewhere between [I] 
and [ǝ].   
/ö/ is a rounded version of /e/, realized as a reduced [ø].   
/ǝ/, like the other mid vowels, is greatly reduced; it is realized as a backed, 
somewhat tense schwa, transcribed by Poppe as [ə̂].  
/o/ is a rounded version of /ǝ/, realized as a reduced [ɵ].  
/ä/ is a low front unrounded vowel that may be realized as [ε] or [æ].  Stressed 
syllables tend to contain the allophone [æ].   
/a/ is a low back unrounded vowel [ɑ].  /a/ is produced as rounded [ɒ] in initial 
syllables.  
(These descriptions are based on Poppe (1968:9-10) and my own observations.) 
Figure 4 provides a visual representation of the acoustic range of each phoneme, 
based on the F1 and F2 values.  The axes are reversed to reflect traditional acoustic and 
articulatory representations of the vowel space, with high front vowels in the upper left 
corner and low back vowels in the lower right.  The considerable overlap between 
phonemes depicted in this diagram is attributable, at least in part, to the fact that these 
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exemplars were drawn from a number of contexts, and therefore underwent a certain 
degree of coarticulation due to neighboring consonants.  The relatively fronted 
articulation of most exemplars of /i/ may be due to the regular diphthongization of this 
phoneme, which, in future work, may be better measured nearer to vowel onset than 
midpoint.  Finally, the mid series of vowels is subject to centralization, which naturally 
draws the phonemic domains nearer together.   
Figure 4 - Vowels of Tatar 
As mentioned previously, the status of the tenth vowel phoneme /i/ is 
controversial.  Comrie (1997) supports the inclusion of /i/8 as a tenth phoneme, while 
Poppe (1968) and Berta (1998) describe only nine phonemes and consider the high back 
unrounded vowel in descriptions like Comrie’s to be a diphthong composed of the mid 
8 The high back unrounded vowel is referred to as /i/ or /ï/ in the literature; confusingly, /ï/ is also used in 
some sources to refer to the mid back unrounded vowel.  In the current work (excepting direct quotations), 
/i/ always refers to the high back unrounded phoneme and /ǝ/ to the mid back unrounded phoneme.   
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back unrounded vowel and an offglide /j/.  The Cyrillic orthographic representation of 
this sound consists of two graphemes, <ы> and <й>, which may be transliterated in 
Roman characters as <iy>, <ıy>, or <ïy>.  The controversy can be understood as a 
difference in the interpretation of the significance of diphthongization.  Comrie explains, 
‘The phonemic status of ï is controversial; some sources using a Latin-based 
transcription use the symbol ï for our ə, and transcribe our ï as a diphthong, ïy, 
which would correspond to əy in our transcription.  While it is true that ï is 
diphthongized in some environments – syllable-finally, especially word-finally – 
the same is true of i, and since the two vowels do form a front-back pair for 
purposes of vowel harmony, there seems to be no synchronic reason to treat them 
differently’  (Comrie 1997:901; emphasis mine). 
Though /i/ is frequently diphthongized, this quality should not impact its status as a 
phoneme, since the uncontroversial /i/ is also diphthongized frequently.  Furthermore, /i/ 
alternates with /i/ with regard to harmony, a fact which suggests that it possesses 
phonemic status.  If /i/ is not a phoneme, as in the descriptions of Poppe (1968) and Berta 
(1998), then the mid back unrounded vowel must alternate harmonically with /e/ in its 
monophthongal form, but with /i/ in its diphthongal form, a situation that seems highly 
unlikely.  Therefore, this work will follow Comrie’s lead in adopting ten phonemic 
vowels, leading to a balanced system, with three front unrounded vowels, two front 
rounded vowels, three back unrounded vowels – one of which is an underlyingly 
monophthongal high back unrounded vowel – and two back rounded vowels.   
2.5 Tatar Orthography 
Tatar has been written in three different scripts throughout its history.  The first 
orthography adapted to the language was the Arabic script, which prevailed until 1928.  
In 1928, an adapted Latin alphabet called ‘Yangalif’ was used, but quickly replaced by a 
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Tatar Cyrillic alphabet in 1938.9  In 1999, a second Latin script, a modified version of 
Yangalif, was developed and soon after began to be taught in schools, but in 2002 a new 
law passed by Russian authorities decreed that all official languages must be written with 
a Cyrillic-based script (Faller 2011:109).  A number of other versions of the Latin 
alphabet have been proposed, and indeed, when Tatar is found online in Latin script, it is 
not the 1999 alphabet that is found, but most frequently an adaptation of the Turkish 
alphabet, which is more compatible with modern computing.10  However, although the 
Latin alphabets are seen occasionally, the Tatar Cyrillic alphabet is used for official 
communications and prevails for most other uses as well (Sahan 2002:16-17).  The Tatar 
Cyrillic alphabet, the Latin alphabet briefly introduced in 1999, and the adapted Turkish 
alphabet, which is the most common version of the Latin alphabet seen today in Tatar, 
are reproduced here in Table 3.   
Table 3 – Cyrillic and Latin Alphabets of Tatar 




Cyrillic Script Transcription 
A a A a А а /a/ 
Ӓ ӓ Ә ə Ә ə /ä/ 
B b B b Б б /b/ 
C c C c Җ җ /ʑ/ 
Ç ç Ç ç Ч ч /ɕ/ 
D d D d Д д /d/ 
E e E e Е е, Э э /e/ 
F f F f Ф ф /f/ 
G g G g Г г /g/ 
Ğ ğ Ğ ğ Г г [ɣ] 
H h H h Һ һ /h/ 
I ı I ı Ы ы /ǝ/ 
9 Another source cites these dates as 1927 and 1939, respectively (Berta 1998:285).  Faller 2011 lists 1926 
and 1928 (Faller 2011:109). 
10 Although there is no widespread font or keyboard containing all the characters of the adapted Turkish 
alphabet for Tatar, at least all the characters are in widespread use by some other alphabet, while some of 
those in the ‘Perfected Yangalif’ are less widespread.  
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Table 3 Continued 
İ i İ i И и /i/ 
J j J j Ж ж /ʒ/ 
K k K k К к [k] 
L l L l Л л /l/ 
M m M m М м /m/ 
N n N n Н н /n/ 
Ñ ñ Ŋ ŋ Ң ң /ŋ/ 
O o O o О о /o/ 
Ö ö Ɵ ɵ Ɵ ɵ /ö/ 
P p P p П п /p/ 
Q q Q q К к [q] 
R r R r Р р /r/ 
S s S s С с /s/ 
Ş ş Ş ş Ш ш /ʃ/ 
T t T t Т т /t/ 
U u U u У у /u/ 
Ü ü Ü ü Y ʏ /ü/ 
V v V v В в /v/ 
W w W w В в, У у, Y ʏ /w/ 
X x X x Х х /x/ 
Y y Y y Й й /j/ 
Z z Z z З з /z/ 
‘ ‘ Ь ь, Ъ ъ, Э э /ʔ/ 
-- -- Е е /je, jǝ/ 
-- -- Ë ë /o, jo/ 
-- -- Ю ю /ju, jü/ 
-- -- Я я /ja, jä/ 
Neither the Cyrillic nor the Latin alphabet for Tatar is strictly phonetic or strictly 
phonemic, nor do the two systems align perfectly in the correspondences each draws 
between phones and graphemes.  This section will highlight some of the differences 
between the two alphabets and the peculiarities in the usages of various characters.  In 
particular, the Tatar Cyrillic alphabet has some unusual attributes that are mostly 
explicable through reference to Russian, whose specific usages of the characters were 
carried over into Tatar.  A number of letters represent more than one phoneme, two 
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represent no articulated sound, but rather contain information about preceding sounds, 
and several phonemes are represented by various symbols depending on their position in 
the word or the origin of the word.  The notes below highlight these points in detail.   
<Э>  represents the phoneme /e/ in initial position, but /ʔ/ in medial position.   
<Г> represents both [g] and its allophones [G] and [ʁ], while in the Latin 
alphabets, these allophones are represented with two characters, <g> and <ğ>.   
<К> represents both [k] and its allophone [q], while in the Latin alphabets, these 
allophones are represented with two characters, <k> and <q>.  
<В> represents both /v/ and /w/.  /v/ appears only in loan words.  /w/ is also 
represented by <У> and <Y>.   This multifaceted treatment of /w/ can be attributed to the 
lack of the sound in Russian, with the result that the Cyrillic alphabet had no sound 
intended to represent /w/.   
<У> represents both the vowel /u/ and the corresponding glide /w/.  
<Y> represents both the vowel /ʏ/ and the corresponding glide.
<Ю>, <Я>, and <E> alternate in backness according to their context and 
represent either a vowel or a vowel with an onglide (as shown in Table 3), presumably 
due to Russian influence and borrowing.   
<E> represents /e/ after a consonant and /je/ or /jǝ/ in other contexts.
<Ë> appears only in loan words.  
<Ь > and <Ъ> indicate palatalized or non-palatalized consonants in Russian loan 
words, respectively, and back and front vocalic status, respectively, of native words and 
words borrowed from Arabic.  This, again, follows the use of these characters in the 
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Russian language (Poppe 1968:12, 20-24).  In this work, the adapted Turkish alphabet 
will be used throughout, with phonetic transcriptions in IPA where relevant.  
2.6 Palatal Vowel Harmony In Tatar 
Appendix 1 provides data exemplifying typical root composition in Tatar and 
typical suffixal alternations.  Both roots and suffixes in Tatar adhere to a simple pattern 
of palatal (that is, front-back) harmony: all vowels in a word must be either back or front.  
A word may not contain vowels from both classes.  Native roots obey this maxim nearly 
exceptionlessly,11 and all suffixes have both front and back alternants, which surface in 
agreement with the nature of the root they are affixed to.  Thus, a harmonically back 
word like saqal ‘beard’, shown in (1), takes the back alternant of the plural suffix –lAr, 
while a harmonically front word like kerfek ‘eyelash’, takes the front alternant.   
(1) a. saqal saqallar 
[sɒqɑl]  [sɒqɑllɑr] 
‘beard’  ‘beards’ 
b. kerfek kerfeklär 
[kerfek] [kerfeklær] 
‘eyelash’ ‘eyelashes’ 
While harmony has broad application in native roots, both older Arabic and 
Persian loan words and more recent Russian loan words are often disharmonic.  Even 
words that are partially phonologically assimilated into the language12 may be 
disharmonic, and the harmonic status of suffixes appended to such disharmonic words is 
not phonologically predictable.  Prototypical disharmonic data and general patterns of 
affixation are provided in Appendix 2.  This trove of disharmonic words in an otherwise 
11 The few exceptions I am aware of all slang words that may or may not be of native origin.   
12 For example, Comrie 1997 cites instances of Arabic and Farsi loans that have undergone vocalic 
epenthesis to break up consonant clusters illicit in Tatar, or devoicing of final stops (901, 904). 
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harmonic language provides a window into the interaction between palatal vowel 
harmony and palatal vowel-to-vowel coarticulation (for more, see Chapter 3).   
2.7 General Methodology 
This section describes the general methodology used in all parts of the present 
work; methodology specific to each section will be discussed in 3.3 and 4.4.1.   
Data was gathered in six elicitation sessions of approximately one hour each.  All 
sessions were recorded digitally in a sound-attenuated room at the researcher’s university.  
Primarily written stimuli were used, supplemented by oral requests and clarifications and 
some small number of pictorial stimuli for concrete nouns.  Written stimuli in the Cyrillic 
alphabet were avoided in order to exclude the possibility, however remote, that they 
might trigger phonetic or phonological transfer from Russian.   
Data was gathered from one participant, a native speaker of Kazan Tatar and 
Russian who also speaks English, Spanish, and Arabic.  All data were produced in a 
carrier phrase.  In the first elicitation session, the carrier phrase min ‘alma’ dip äjttem was 
used (for example stimulus alma ‘apple’), shown in (2)(a) below; in the other sessions, 
the carrier phrase bez ‘alma’ dip äjttek, shown in (2)(b), was used, as the /z/ of bez ‘we’ 
was judged to provide a clearer transition for Praat annotation, particularly in vowel-
initial stimulus words.   
(2) a. Min alma dip  äjttem.  
I.NOM apple QUOT13 say.PST-1-sg 
‘I said “apple.”’
13 Tatar ‘dip’ has a number of functions; its use here, indicated by QUOT, is as a quotative marker for direct 
speech.  Morphologically, it is derived from the verb ‘di-‘ meaning ‘say’, being variously described as a 
gerund (Poppe 1968: 212) or a participle (Greed 2014: 76).  However, Greed 2014 further reports that ‘it 
has become fully grammaticalized as a quotative particle,’ (75) though it can still be used as a participle in 
its original usage as well (Greed 2014:75).    
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(2) b. Bez  alma dip äjttek.  
We. NOM apple QUOT say. PST -1-pl 
‘We said “apple.”’  
Elicitation focused primarily on obtaining recordings of disharmonic words, with 
a secondary interest in words in which rounding harmony might play a role, as reported 
by Comrie 1997.  In order to investigate the potential rounding harmony, the second 
person plural possessive ending -(E)gEz/-(O)-gOz was requested, as shown in (3).   
(3) Bez   mögezegez  dip  äjttek.   
We. NOM horn.sg-2pl-POSS QUOT say. PST-1-pl 
‘We said “yourpl horn.”’ 
Care was taken that no single class of target stimuli should occupy more than 50% 
of the intended stimuli, with harmonic filler words constituting the other part.  Filler 
words were also used as data points for comparison with their disharmonic counterparts.  
The order of elicitation was randomized, and for each stimulus, both singular and plural 
forms were elicited.  In some sessions or for some blocks of stimuli, the second person 
plural possessive ending –(E)gEz/-(O)-gOz or the first person singular possessive ending 
–(E)m were requested.  Where no plural was possible, the speaker provided an alternate 
ending where possible, such as the ablative ending –DAn for nouns, or the comparative 
ending –rAk for adjectives.  For adverbs, no inflections were possible or requested.  For 
verbs, the infinitive was elicited in the carrier phrase, as for other stimuli, and in one 
session, verbs were also elicited in the first person plural past negative form, with a 
subject pronoun but not carrier phrase, as shown in (4).  This provided instances of the 
otherwise relatively rare phoneme /i/, realized [ǝj] and written as  
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< ıy> in Roman script, which, in the past tense, alternates with /i/ in the negative 
morpheme –mI-.  Each utterance containing stimulus and carrier phrase was repeated 
twice. 
(4) a. Bez tapmıybız.  
We find.1pl-NEG-PRES. 
‘We don’t find.’  
b. Bez kürmibez.  
We see.1pl- NEG-PRES. 
‘We don’t see.’  
Vowels in stimulus words were annotated by hand in Praat and analyzed using a 
script originally written by Rebecca Scarborough, adapted to analyse the first, second, 
and third formants at the midpoint of each annotated vowel.   All statistics were 
conducted using IBM SPSS Statistics Version 22.  More specific information, including 
the types and quantity of data analyzed for each experiment, will be discussed in later 




3. ON VOWEL COARTICULATION AND VOWEL HARMONY 
3.1  Background Information and Literature Review 
The purpose of this chapter is to investigate the phonetic – that is, non-
phonological - process of vowel-to-vowel coarticulation and to consider what link, if any, 
exists between vowel coarticulation and vowel harmony in Tatar.  The process of vowel-
to-vowel coarticulation has distinct correlates to vowel harmony that make it obvious 
why many researchers (Ohala 1994a; Linebaugh 2007; Majors 2006; Beddor & Yavuz 
1995) have hypothesized a connection between the two.  Both are long-distance 
assimilation processes wherein the features of one vowel affect those of another vowel, 
but harmony is a phonological process resulting in complete feature change, while 
coarticulation is a phonetic process producing a gradient pattern.  (For more on vowel 
harmony in Kazan Tatar, see 2.6.) 
 Vowel coarticulation occurs when one vowel exerts a force on a neighboring 
vowel, causing one of its properties to shift closer to the value of the triggering vowel.  
This chapter will focus primarily on coarticulation processes affecting the backness of the 
vowel, as measured by the second formant, F2.  Using disharmonic Tatar words as a 
testing ground, it will look for evidence of two types of coarticulation, carryover and 
anticipatory.  Carryover coarticulation describes left-to-right processes where the features 
of the triggering vowel carry over to a later vowel, while anticipatory coarticulation is a 
right-to-left process where a vowel changes in anticipation of the articulatory necessities 
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of a following vowel.  Both types of coarticulation have been documented for a number 
of languages; studies have found effects of coarticulation in English (Beddor et al. 2002; 
Majors 2006; Fowler & Brancazio 2000); Shona (Beddor et al. 2002); Swahili (Manuel & 
Krakow 1984); Ndebele (Manuel 1990); Turkish (Beddor & Yavuz 1995); and Thai 
(Mok 2011).  Both carryover and anticipatory coarticulation have been reported for 
English, while anticipatory coarticulation is more common in Shona (Beddor et al. 
2002:603).  However, since the primary purpose of many studies is to determine the 
effect of factors other than direction on coarticulation, many studies do not explicitly 
report directionality effects by language.   
A number of researchers have suggested a link between vowel-to-vowel 
coarticulation and the development of vowel harmony.  Ohala 1994a posits that vowel 
harmony arose as a result of vowel-to-vowel assimilation or coarticulation.  According to 
his view, vowel harmony is ‘the fossilized result of purely phonetic and non-distinctive 
between-vowel assimilations’ (Ohala 1994a:491) and arises as a result of listener 
misperception.  The process runs as follows: listeners did not realize that the effects of 
coarticulation were due to a flanking vowel, perceiving them instead as a feature of the 
vowel on which they were realized.  These listeners reproduced coarticulatory effects 
consistently as a categorical property of the target vowel, and over time, the phonetic 
process of vowel-to-vowel coarticulation becomes phonologized as vowel harmony  
(Ohala 1994a:491-492).  Such, at least, is Ohala’s view.   
Ohala 1994b discusses more deeply the role of the listener as the motivating force 
behind sound change, in particular in the development of harmony systems from 
coarticulation, underlining the role of parsing errors, not speech errors, as the origin of 
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sound change.  Consider neutral vowels, which sometimes exhibit the strongest 
coarticulatory effect, and yet remain unaffected by harmony.  Ohala argues that the 
listener is most aware of a ‘phonetically mechanical effect’, that is, the stronger 
coarticulatory effect on the neutral vowel, and thus is ‘able to parse it out of the signal’ 
(Ohala 1994b:378).  However, this argument rests squarely on the listeners’ ability to 
anticipate phonetic effects and, at least in some cases, correctly attribute them to their 
origin, be it phonetic or phonological.  This is a task that does not affect the manner of 
reproduction of the effect in question in the least, since the effect is still systematic and 
pervasive across speakers, and Ohala presents no direct evidence that speakers can or do 
attribute coarticulatory effects to a phonetic or phonological source, nor is there any 
motivation for them to do so, since their productions remain unaltered.    
Consider a counterargument.  If, as Ohala argues, the strongest effects are the 
most ignorable simply because they are strong and predictable, why would listeners – 
who, after all, are also speakers –  persist in reproducing such patterns?  Ohala recognizes 
this himself in his conclusion, when he states that ‘partial or complete failures of the 
listener to parse these predictable events accounts of the different patterns found in sound 
change’ (Ohala 1994b:380). Thus, in their capacity as listeners, speakers are supposed to 
make a distinction between obvious coarticulatory effects, which are reproduced 
accurately and therefore not phonologized, and subtle coarticulatory effects, which 
develop into phonological harmony systems over time.  However, these same speakers, in 
their role as speakers, also reproduce coarticulatory effects on both neutral vowels and 
harmonic vowels.  Thus, Ohala’s listener-motivated theory lacks predictive power: it 
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cannot foresee when predictable phonetic patterns will continue as such and when they 
will be phonologized as sound change.     
Linebaugh’s 2007 dissertation also takes the position that harmony arises through 
coarticulation, arguing that phonological vowel harmonies are based in and explicable 
through phonetics; in short, that ‘vowel harmony is shaped by the phonetic factors ease of 
articulation and V-to-V coarticulation’ (Linebaugh 2007:iii). Linebaugh finds a 
widespread asymmetry between F1 and F2 with regard to coarticulation.  He links this to 
the typological distribution of vowel harmony systems, wherein backness harmony is far 
more widespread than height harmony, just as F2 is more subject to coarticulation than 
F1 (Linebaugh 2007:87-88).  Furthermore, he asserts that ‘the finding that F2 
coarticulation is more systematic points to a greater likelihood that vowel backness 
harmony will be comprehensive and pervasive within the language where it develops,’ 
(Linebaugh 2007:88) and this assertion is borne out typologically.  Linebaugh uses this 
finding to defend a phonetically-based model of vowel harmony systems, arguing that ‘it 
is not necessary to assume phonological patterns are shaped by innate features or innate 
constraints’ (Linebaugh 2007:iii).    
Majors 2006 also predicts a diachronic connection between vowel-to-vowel 
coarticulatory effects on unstressed vowels and stress-dependent harmony, wherein 
unstressed vowels assimilate phonologically to stressed vowels. Her study examines 
English vowels /o/ and /i/ and found vowel-to-vowel coarticulation to stressed exemplars 
of these vowels, greater for /o/ than for /i/; from this data, she argues that such gradient 
phonetic patterns might develop over time into categorical vowel harmony systems, in 
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particular into stress-based harmony systems, where the features of unstressed vowels 
assimilate to those of nearby stressed vowels.  
In languages with palatal harmony, it can be difficult to examine palatal 
coarticulation, since few (or sometimes no) words contain vowels with conflicting values 
of the feature [back].  For this reason, harmonic languages with large classes of 
disharmonic words, such as Tatar, make excellent testing grounds for the effects and 
interaction of harmony and coarticulation.  Several studies have exploited the class of 
disharmonic words in harmonic languages in order to discover information about the 
harmonic system.  Anderson (1979) conducted a study of disharmonic loan words in 
Finnish, using them as a means of accessing underlying information about the 
functioning of the Finnish vowel harmony system.  He identifies various instabilities in 
the harmonic system (such as, for example, a tendency for /i…y/ sequences to assimilate 
to /y…y/).  He hypothesizes that these result from the interaction of three forces or 
principles: (1) the strength of the last vowel in a word; (2) certain vowels or combinations 
of vowels are stronger; and (3) stressed vowels are stronger (Anderson 1979:315).  
Though he does not explicitly look at coarticulation, Anderson’s study is notable as one 
of the earliest attempting to account for gradient data within a phonological harmony 
system.  
Another study using disharmonic words to access information about vowel 
harmony and vowel coarticulation, and one of particular relevance to the current study 
due to inherent and genetic similarities between Tatar and the language it investigates, is 
Beddor and Yavuz 1995.  Their paper investigates the question of whether vowel 
harmony patterns in Turkish parallel patterns of vowel-to-vowel coarticulation by looking 
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at disharmonic Turkish words in the speech of three native speakers.  They assume, after 
Ohala, that phonological vowel harmony is generated by listener misperception of 
phonetic coarticulatory patterns.  If this pattern continues today, then carryover 
coarticulation should emerge, paralleling the attested left-to-right palatal harmony in 
Turkish. However, Beddor and Yavuz found both anticipatory and carryover 
coarticulation, but anticipatory coarticulation, which operates in the opposite direction to 
palatal harmony in Turkish, was more widespread.  This finding may be linked to word-
final stress, since stressed vowels exhibit a stronger coarticulatory effect than unstressed 
vowels (as Majors 2006 demonstrated); thus, if all the stressed vowels are word-final, the 
only possible direction of coarticulatory effect (within the domain of the word) is the 
anticipatory or leftwards direction (Beddor and Yavuz 1995:49). 
As described in 2.8, the data set for this work consists of Tatar words or two-word 
phrases embedded in a carrier phrase, for which the F1, F2, and F3 values of target vowels 
were measured.  Since coarticulation is a common phenomenon in human speech, it is to 
be expected that in disharmonic words, where neighboring vowels have widely differing 
F2 values, would exhibit some coarticulatory effects, and a quick test of the data confirms 
this.  One-way univariate ANOVAs were used to compare the F2 values of all instances of 
/a/ in harmonic contexts to those of /a/ in disharmonic contexts, with the result 
F(1,334)=28.248, p<0.001.  The mean of harmonic /a/ was 1516.09 Hz, S=304.190, and 
the mean of disharmonic /a/ was 1663.93 Hz, S=197.340.  A similar test was run for /ä/, 
yielding F(1,197)=46.994, p<0.001 (the mean of harmonic /ä/ was 2220.52 Hz, S=151.315 
and the mean of disharmonic /ä/ was 2021.10 Hz, S=248.761), and for /i/, with the result 
F(1,129)=1.94, p<0.164 (the mean of harmonic /i/ was 2614.85 Hz, S=324.011, and the 
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mean of disharmonic /i/ was 2546.22 Hz, S=237.371).  Thus, there are clearly strong 
coarticulatory forces of some sort at work at least on /a/ and /ä/, as indicated by the p-
values of <0.001, which indicate statistic significance in the difference in F2 values 
between the two classes.  The goal of this chapter is to determine what specific types of 
coarticulation are at work in Tatar, which vowels are subject to coarticulation, and which 
vowels trigger it.  This investigation will be limited to the three vowels /i/, /a/, and /ä/, for 
two reasons.  First, these vowels are common in Tatar and are not subject to the vagaries 
present in the mid series in Tatar, such as reduction and, potentially, labial harmony (for 
more on Tatar mid vowels, see chapter 4).  Second, these three vowels are by no small 
margin the most common vowels in disharmonic words in Tatar, thus providing ample 
data for analysis.   
Having seen that there is at least some palatal coarticulation present in disharmonic 
words, the next logical question to ask is what type of coarticulation is present.  Is the 
effect primarily from anticipatory (right-to-left) coarticulation or carryover (left-to-right) 
coarticulation?  What are the triggers and targets of coarticulation, and what are the 
potential implications of the specific coarticulation present for our understanding of vowel 
harmony in Tatar?  
As mentioned above, Beddor and Yavuz 1995 conducted a similar study for 
Turkish, investigating the direction of coarticulatory patterns in that language.  The 
Turkish vowel inventory is similar to the Tatar inventory, but with fewer vowels and only 
a two-way height distinction.  Thus, the eight Turkish vowels shown in (5)(a) correspond 
in some degree to eight of the ten Tatar vowels, as shown in (5)(b).  (Whether Turkish /e/ 
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and /a/ correspond more closely to Tatar /e/ and /ə/ or /ä/ and /a/ is a matter of opinion, 
and of no theoretical relevance.) 
(5) a. Turkish Vowel Inventory 
Front 
Unrounded 
Front Rounded Back 
Unrounded 
Back Rounded 
High /i/ /ü/ /ı/ /u/ 
Low /e/ /ö/ /a/ /o/ 
b. Tatar Vowel Inventory
Front 
Unrounded 
Front Rounded Back 
Unrounded 
Back Rounded 
High /i/ /ü/ /ı/ /u/ 
Mid /e/ /ö/ /ə/ /o/ 
Low /ä/ -- /a/ -- 
Beddor and Yavuz 1995 found both anticipatory and carryover coarticulation in 
Turkish, but primarily anticipatory coarticulation.  They posit that the strong pattern of 
anticipatory coarticulation may be linked to word-final stress.  Their study used lexically 
matched, minimally different word pairs, as in the form CaCi – CaCa or CaCe – CaCa, 
and calculated the F2 difference scores of the vowels in each pair to quantify the 
coarticulatory effect of the disharmonic vowel on the underlined vowel.  Thus, in the pairs 
listed above, the F2 difference score of each pair of /a/ allowed the researchers to 
determine the anticipatory effects of /i/ and /e/ respectively.  Analyzing the second vowel 
of each pair revealed carryover coarticulatory effects.  Their study examined the high and 
low front unrounded vowels /i/ and /e/ and the back low unrounded vowel /a/ in all 
possible combinations in two-syllable words by analyzing vowel formants at midpoint and 
onset (for carryover coarticulation) or offset (for anticipatory coarticulation) (Beddor and 
Yavuz 1995:45-46).  
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Overall, Beddor and Yavuz 1995 found anticipatory coarticulation to be a general 
phenomenon affecting all three vowels studied.  The effect with /a/ as the first vowel, 
influenced by /i/ or /e/, was comparable to the effect of /a/ on /i/ or /e/ (Beddor and Yavuz 
1995:46).  Furthermore, they found that the coarticulatory gesture increased across the 
vowel, being stronger at offset than at midpoint, and that the influence of /e/ on /a/ at 
midpoint was stronger than that of /i/ on /a/ at midpoint.  Carryover coarticulation was a 
less general phenomenon.  Where it was found, the carryover effects of /i/ on /a/ were 
greater than those of /e/ - indeed, for one speaker there was no carryover coarticulatory 
effect on /a/ from preceding /e/.  /i/ and /e/ did not act as undergoers of carryover 
coarticulation at all; /a/ was the only target or undergoer of carryover coarticulation, and 
was primarily subject to the influence of /i/ but not /e/.  Thus, anticipatory coarticulation 
was the more widespread of the two types.   
3.2 Hypotheses 
The purpose of this research is to explore the patterns of coarticulation present in 
harmonic languages and how such patterns might interact with the phonological harmonic 
system by investigating the presence of coarticulation in Kazan Tatar, a language known 
to have left-to-right harmony and a large pool of well-established disharmonic words.  
Three hypotheses summarize the expected results.    
Hypothesis 1: Carryover coarticulation will be present, particularly in /a…ä/ and 
/ä...a/  
sequences. 
Hypothesis 2: Anticipatory coarticulation will be present across the vowels tested.   
Hypothesis 3: /i/ will be more resistant to coarticulation.   
The justifications for these hypotheses are simple.  Hypothesis 1 is based on casual 
observation by the researcher during elicitation, where disharmonic /a…ä/ and /ä...a/ 
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sequences seemed to converge towards a single central low vowel.  Hypothesis 2 is based 
on the results presented by Beddor and Yavuz 1995 for Turkish, on the premise that 
similar patterns will hold for similar languages.  (Even setting the genetic relations aside, 
Turkish and Tatar are both agglutinative suffixing languages with word-final stress and 
left-to-right harmony systems, not to mention similar vowel inventories; if coarticulation 
and harmony are shaped by their interactions with each other, either synchronically or 
diachronically, these similarities should give rise to similar patterns of coarticulation.)  
Finally, Hypothesis 3 is also premised on Beddor and Yavuz’s 1995 results, which suggest 
that /i/ is resistant to coarticulation in Turkish (Beddor and Yavuz 1995:48). 
3.3 Methods 
This section summarizes the methodology used to investigate the coarticulatory 
effects present in Tatar.  Following the example of Beddor and Yavuz 1995, classes of 
two-syllable harmonic and disharmonic words were tested.  This experiment took 
advantage of the available data by testing all two syllable words from the data set with the 
desired vowels in the desired slots.  The eight comparisons tested are shown in Table 4 
below, along with the number of instances of each type.  The vowels compared for each 
pair are underlined; measurements of the first vowel across the control class (the harmonic 
class) and the disharmonic class (where the second vowel acts as trigger) describe 
anticipatory coarticulation, while comparisons of the second vowel reveal carryover 
coarticulation.  The notation C0 is used to indicate the possibility of no consonants, one 
consonant, or several consonants in the indicated position, limited only by the rules of 
Tatar phonotactics, while C1 indicates the presence of one or more consonants.  All tokens 
included at least one consonant in intervocalic position.  
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Table 4 – Summary of Comparison Pairs for Coarticulation Analysis 






A. C0aC1iC0 14 C0aC1aC0 3814 
B. C0äC1aC0 11 C0äC1äC0 10 
C. C0iC1aC0 14 C0iC1iC0 4 
D. C0aC1äC0 19 C0aC1aC0 38 
E. C0aC1iC0 14 C0iC1iC0 4 
F. C0aC1äC0 19 C0äC1äC0 10 
G. C0äC1aC0 10 C0aC1aC0 40 
H. C0iC1aC0 14 C0aC1aC0 40 
This experimental design and the use of ANOVAs to compute the significance of 
the difference between each of the two sets of formant values in a comparison pair made it 
possible to determine what the effects of each of the vowels of the set /a, ä, i/ were on all 
other members of the same set, both as triggers and undergoers of anticipatory and 
carryover coarticulation.  F2 is used as a measure of the backness of a vowel, with higher 
F2 values (in Hz) corresponding to front vowels and lower F2 values corresponding to 
back vowels.  F1 is also analyzed as a measure of the height of the vowel, with lower F1 
values (in Hz) corresponding to high vowels and higher F1 values corresponding to low 
vowels.   
3.4 Results 
3.4.1 Anticipatory Coarticulation 
The effects of anticipatory coarticulation were tested by comparing the formant 
values of the vowels /a/, /ä/, and /i/ in the first syllable in a harmonic context to those in a 
disharmonic context.  Specifically, the /a/ in the first syllable of words of the form 
14 The difference in number between instances of C0aC1aC0 for the first vowel (38) and the second (40) is 
attributable to the fact that some vowels were not included in the analysis, either due to an external noise 
intruding on the recording (i.e. a cough or a timer beep) or to some vowel tokens not exhibiting a 
measurable formant structure.   
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C0aC1aC0, such as ballar ‘honeys’, to the /a/ in the first syllable of words of the form 
C0aC1iC0, such as tarix ‘history’ and  qaläm ‘pencil’. By comparing /a/ in C0aC1aC0 to /a/ 
in C0aC1iC0, the degree of coarticulation of /a/ due to a triggering /i/ can be evaluated, 
and similarly for /i/ and /ä/. The primary measure of interest was the second formant, F2, 
as a measure of backness, but the first formant, F1, which reflects vowel height, was also 
tested.   For each vowel pair, the formant values of these two sets were compared using a 
one-way univariate ANOVA.  The results of the six ANOVAs are presented in Table 5 in 
3.4.2.  Due to the low number of exemplars for C0iC0iC0 pairs, statistical analyses are not 
reported for the two pairs (C and E) involving these groups; however, mean formant 
values are reported. 
A difference in F2 in the first-syllable vowel was found for backness (F2) in the 
pairs C0aC1iC0 - C0aC1aC0 (p<0.002), C0äC1aC0 - C0äC1äC0 (p<0.001), and C0aC1äC0 - 
C0aC1aC0 (p<0.001).  The pair C0iC1aC0 - C0iC1iC0, though not eligible for statistical 
analysis, also exhibited a difference in F2 in the expected direction.  (Comparison pairs A 
– D in Table 5.)  Thus, /a/ shifted forward when followed by triggering /i/ or /ä/, and /ä/
and /i/ shifted backward before following /a/, as shown in Figure 5.  
A significant difference between the harmonic and disharmonic condition was 
also found for height (F1) for /ä/ before /a/, such that /ä/ was articulated lower before 
following /a/ than before following /ä/.  The vowel /a/ is typically lower than /ä/, as 
represented by a higher F1 value; the mean F1 for /a/ in harmonic C0aC1aC0 words is 
716.68 Hz in the first syllable and 714.40 Hz in the second syllable.  In contrast, the 
vowel /ä/ in harmonic C0äC1äC0 words has a mean F1 of 548.60 Hz in the first syllable 
and 643.50 Hz in the second syllable.  Thus, the height of /a/ and /ä/ was not identical in 
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harmonic words; the back vowel /a/ is lower than /ä/, and this difference leads to 
significant anticipatory height coarticulation in disharmonic C0äC1aC0 words.  No other 
significant F1 differences were found in first-syllable vowels in the pairs tested.   
Figure 5 - Anticipatory Changes to Mean F1 and F2 by Vowel and Trigger 
In summary, statistical significance for differences indicating anticipatory 
coarticulation was found for /a/ triggered by /i/ and /ä/ and for /ä/ triggered by /a/.  It was 
not possible to evaluate the significance of coarticulation undergone by /i/ followed by 
/a/; however, mean formant values reveal that /i/ is articulated further forward before /i/ 
(M = 2810.25 Hz, SD = 109.992) than before /a/ (M = 2587.50 Hz, SD = 201.262).  Thus, 
it is clear that anticipatory coarticulation is a persistent and pervasive phenomenon across 
the vowels tested.  
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3.4.2 Carryover Coarticulation 
Carryover coarticulation is the opposite of anticipatory; it constitutes the effect of 
a preceding vowel on a later vowel.  In this study, carryover coarticulation was tested 
using pools of harmonic and disharmonic two-syllable words, just as was anticipatory 
coarticulation, but rather than analyzing the first vowel of each word, the second was 
analyzed.  These comparison pairs are shown in lines E-H of Table 5.  However, no 
changes in F2 indicative of carryover coarticulation were found for the vowels /a/, /ä/, 
and /i/, with the same set of vowels as triggers, in any arrangement; indeed, none of the 
results even approached significance.  The closest was the effect of /i/ on following /a/ 
(F(1,52)=3.052, p=0.087); however, no other differences in formant value for the second-
syllable vowels of any comparison pair even approached marginal significance.  The 
effect of carryover coarticulation is depicted in Figure 6; however, all the differences 
depicted in Figure 6 are not statistically significant.  
Figure 6 - Carryover Changes to Mean F1 and F2 by Vowel and Trigger 
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Table 5 – Summary of Coarticulation Results 
Comparison No. of 
Instances 
Results of ANOVA 
A. C0aC1iC0 - C0aC1aC0 
anticipatory 
14 – 38 F1: F(1,50)=0.022, p = 0.882 
F2: F(1,50)=10.785, p < 0.01** 
B. C0äC1aC0 - C0äC1äC0 
anticipatory 
11 – 10 F1: F(1,19)=11.888, p < 0.01** 
F2: F(1,19)=21.856, p < 0.001*** 
C. C0iC1aC0 - C0iC1iC0 
anticipatory 
14 – 4 --15 
-- 
D. C0aC1äC0 - C0aC1aC0 
anticipatory 
19 – 38 F1: F(1,55)=1.534, p = 0.221 
F2: F(1,55)=12.333, p < 0.01** 
E. C0aC1iC0 - C0iC1iC0 
carryover
14 – 4 -- 
-- 
F. C0aC1äC0 - C0äC1äC0 
carryover 
19 – 10 F1: F(1,27)=2.108, p = 0.158 
F2: F(1,27)=0.873, p = 0.358 
G. C0äC1aC0 - C0aC1aC0 
carryover 
11 – 40 F1: F(1,49)=1.347, p = 0.251 
10 – 40 F2: F(1,48)=0.102, p = 0.751 
H. C0iC1aC0 - C0aC1aC0 
carryover 
14 – 40 F1: F(1,52)=2.533, p = 0.118 
F2: F(1,52)=3.052, p = 0.087 











A. C0aC1iC0 - C0aC1aC0 
anticipatory 
F1 711.86 Hz 109.981 716.68 Hz 101.085 
F2 1711.36 Hz 239.748 1441.71 Hz 270.200 
B. C0äC1aC0 - C0äC1äC0 
anticipatory 
F1 694.73 Hz 88.756 548.60 Hz 105.400 
F2 1738.45 Hz 246.183 2225.90 Hz 229.952 
C. C0iC1aC0 - C0iC1iC0 
anticipatory 
F1 429.29 Hz 91.281 378.00 Hz 64.208 
F2 2587.50 Hz 201.262 2810.25 Hz 109.992 
D. C0aC1äC0 - C0aC1aC0 
anticipatory 
F1 751.79 Hz 100.426 716.68 Hz 101.085 
F2 1685.26 Hz 189.953 1441.71 Hz 270.200 
E. C0aC1iC0 - C0iC1iC0 
carryover
F1 435.14 Hz 25.905 370.75 Hz 31.042 
F2 2676.93 Hz 213.421 2874.00 Hz 194.636 
F. C0aC1äC0 - C0äC1äC0 
carryover 
F1 672.84 Hz 55.430 643.50 Hz 43.385 
F2 2122.95 Hz 107.099 2160.40 Hz 92.942 
G. C0äC1aC0 - C0aC1aC0 
carryover 
F1 677.73 Hz 115.528 714.40 Hz 86.015 
F2 1487.00 Hz 233.358 1517.28 Hz 275.931 
H. C0iC1aC0 - C0aC1aC0 
carryover 
F1 755.71 Hz 75.896 714.40 Hz 86.015 
F2 1650.21 Hz 108.742 1517.28 Hz 275.931 
15 Mean values for pairs involving C0iC1iC0 words are included in Table 5, but statistical results are 
unavailable due to the inadequate number of tokens.  
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3.5 Discussion 
Of the three hypotheses made at the outset, one is supported, one is not, and one is 
deferred due to a lack of tokens.  Hypothesis 1, which predicted carryover coarticulation, 
particularly in /a…ä/ and /ä...a/ sequences, was not supported.  Hypothesis 2, predicting 
widespread anticipatory coarticulation, was supported.  Specifically, for anticipatory 
coarticulation, three of the four conditions revealed the expected type of anticipatory 
coarticulation for backness; /a/ underwent coarticulatory fronting coarticulation triggered 
by /i/ or /ä/, and /ä/ underwent coarticulation triggered by /a/.  Hypothesis 3 predicted to 
resistance of /i/ to coarticulation; however, with only four /i…i/ tokens available in the 
final data set, no reliable ANOVA was possible for the comparison pairs C0iC1aC0 - 
C0iC1iC0 and C0aC1iC0 - C0iC1iC0.  Therefore, conclusive tests of /i/ must be deferred for 
future research.   
While anticipatory coarticulation for backness, as measured by F2, was found to 
be relatively pervasive in Tatar, carryover coarticulation was not.  Indeed, none of the 
comparison pairs designed to test for carryover coarticulation showed a significant result, 
as discussed in 3.4.2.  Thus, while anticipatory coarticulation is widespread, carryover 
coarticulation appears to play little role in the language.  These results reflect the results 
Beddor and Yavuz 1995 found for Turkish, where the primary form of coarticulation was 
anticipatory, and very little carryover coarticulation was present.  The open question is 
what light these results shed on the relation – if any – between vowel-to-vowel 
coarticulation and vowel harmony.   
Beddor and Yavuz 1995 suggest at the beginning of their study that the direction 
of vowel coarticulation might parallel the direction of vowel harmony in Turkish.  The 
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thought underpinning this – admittedly somewhat vague –  hypothesis is that 
phonological vowel harmony arose diachronically through vowel-to-vowel coarticulation, 
and that the directionality of the two in a given language should match (Beddor and 
Yavuz 1995:44-45).  However, the results of Beddor and Yavuz’s study do not bear out 
this hypothesis: the directionality of vowel coarticulation and vowel harmony in Turkish 
are almost completely opposite one another.  They suggest a few possible explanations: 
first, that the direction of coarticulation in Turkish is linked not to vowel harmony but 
instead to word-final stress, and that stressed vowels are more resistant to coarticulation 
than are unstressed vowels (1995:49), or, secondly, that there is no diachronic connection 
between the phonetic and phonological processes previously assumed to be linked.   
Finally, they suggest that, ‘once a phonetic behavior is phonologized, it becomes a 
phenomenon largely distinct from the behavior which gave rise to it’ (1995:49).  Under 
this view, any historical connection between any phonetic and phonological processes, 
including, but not limited to, vowel coarticulation and vowel harmony, has a possibility 
no greater than chance of remaining aligned after phonologization is complete.   
The results of the present study largely mirror those of Beddor and Yavuz 1995: 
in Tatar, as in Turkish, anticipatory coarticulation is the primary form of coarticulation, 
and carryover coarticulation is in most cases undetectable or insignificant.  The largest 
difference between these results and those of Beddor and Yavuz 1995 is that Beddor and 
Yavuz did find some limited carryover coarticulation in Turkish, while the present study 
found no carryover coarticulation in Tatar among the vowels tested.  However, just 
because the results reflect those from Beddor and Yavuz does not mean that the 
conclusions drawn by these researchers are to be embraced.  Beddor and Yavuz assume a 
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historical connection between coarticulation and harmony, and they are neither the only 
nor the first to do so, as discussed in 3.1.  They subsequently assumed that a historical 
connection would be borne out by a synchronic parallel in directionality between the two 
processes.  This need not be the case; indeed, the absence of such a synchronic parallel, 
especially if repeated in other harmonic languages, may reveal more of the diachronic 
development of harmony.  
What light does this investigation of vowel-to-vowel coarticulation in a harmonic 
language – coarticulation concomitant with vowel harmony – shed on the link between 
the two processes?   In Tatar, even more strongly than in Turkish, coarticulation spreads 
from right to left, while in both these languages, harmony spreads from left to right, and 
the stressed syllable occupies the rightmost boundary of the word.  But what do these 
facts reveal about any previous historical or synchronic connection between the two 
processes?  Several researchers, most prominently Ohala (1994a, 1994b), posit a 
historical connection between vowel-to-vowel coarticulation and phonological vowel 
harmony; in Ohala’s view, the phonologization of coarticulation into harmony is 
accomplished through listener misperception.  Linebaugh 2007 also supports the notion 
of a historical link between coarticulation and harmony, stating that the rise of harmonic 
systems is due to two phonetic factors in particular, coarticulation and ease of 
articulation.  Majors 2006 asserts a historical link between the dominance of stressed 
vowels in vowel coarticulation and the development of stress-dependent harmony 
systems.   
The central point that has emerged from the available data, both that presented in 
Beddor and Yavuz 1995 on Turkish and that presented here on Kazan Tatar, is that, in 
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these two languages, the direction of harmony and the most prevalent direction of 
coarticulation do not parallel each other currently.  There are three possible explanations 
for this:  (1) there is no diachronic connection between the harmonic and coarticulatory 
processes, and thus no reason to suppose they would reflect one another; (2) there was a 
diachronic connection between harmony and coarticulation, but, after harmony was 
phonologized, the two processes diverged by chance; or (3) there was a diachronic 
connection between harmony and coarticulation, and after the phonologization of 
harmony, the two processes systematically diverged.  A fourth explanation refers to 
stress: since there is word-final stress in both Tatar and Turkish, it might be supposed that 
the stressed syllable acts more readily as a trigger than a target of coarticulation, leading 
to more anticipatory than carryover coarticulation in the language.  Each possibility 
deserves due consideration.   
With regard to the first possible explanation for the lack of directional 
correspondence between harmony and coarticulation, the widespread belief among 
linguists that harmony arises through phonologized coarticulation has already been amply 
discussed.  I am not aware of any work arguing against coarticulation as the diachronic 
basis for harmony.  Therefore, let us turn to the second and third possibilities – that, 
though there was a diachronic connection between the processes, allowing for the 
phonologization of harmony, they later diverged, either systematically or by chance.  If 
the processes diverged by chance, these results should not be replicated across languages 
at a rate any better than chance; thus, by investigating more languages with harmony, one 
could easily determine whether the divergence is by chance.  If all harmonic suffixing 
languages exhibit only or primarily right-to-left coarticulation, then it is very unlikely 
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that the absence of carryover coarticulation in the presence of left-to-right harmony is by 
chance, especially if this pattern was present both in languages with word-initial and 
those with word-final stress.  Therefore, since, it has already been demonstrated for two 
harmonic languages that the primary direction of coarticulation opposes that of harmony, 
let us turn to the third possibility – that the complete phonologization of harmony is not 
commensurate with the existence of carryover coarticulation in a language, or indeed that 
the phonologization of harmony leads to the erasure of the phonetic process of carryover 
coarticulation that gave rise to it.  
Given that there is a diachronic connection between harmony and coarticulation, 
is there a logical and systematic explanation for the comparative lack of carryover 
coarticulation in Turkish and Tatar?  Consider the process of phonologization.  Before 
phonologization began, left-to-right coarticulation was the only left-to-right process of 
long-distance assimilation present in the language.  As harmony emerges with the same 
targets and triggers as coarticulation, some speakers conceive of and produce the targets 
as phonologized, harmonic vowels, while others continued to produce ever-strengthening 
exemplars of coarticulation, but not yet fully phonologized harmonic vowels.  In this 
middle stage, the parallel processes are in a state of constant conflict, since they have the 
same targets and triggers.  Eventually, though, all speakers perceive and produce 
harmony as a categorical, phonological process rather than a gradient one, and, if the 
language is fully harmonic, the very opportunity for left-to-right coarticulation vanishes.  
Since the fully harmonic language offers no mechanism for the perpetuation of parallel – 
here, carryover – coarticulation, because all fully harmonic lexemes contain no contrast 
on the harmonic dimension – here, backness – through which the coarticulation could be 
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realized, the question then turns to the fate of the coarticulatory process once 
phonologization is complete.  Because coarticulation arises through universal 
characteristics of the human articulatory system and facilitates coarticulation, one might 
presume that it would be impossible to fully eradicate coarticulation operating in a 
specific direction, except in cases where it is prohibited by the density of the vowel 
inventory.  (See Manuel 1990.)  However, the current results suggest that, in the presence 
of left-to-right harmony, left-to-right coarticulation is either eliminated or greatly 
reduced.   
Why, then, are there disharmonic words that remain unaffected by both left-to-
right harmony and carryover coarticulation? One might speculate that the presence of a 
harmony system in a language would precipitate the phonologization of disharmonic 
words, if these words were once allowed to become subject to coarticulation paralleling 
the harmony system of the language (for more on this point, see Anderson 1979 on 
Finnish, and Clements and Sezer 1982:222-224 on Turkish).  The suppression of a 
phonetic process due to the presence of a related phonological one in the language is not 
a new proposal; it has been documented with regard to nasalization as well as in the 
interaction between initial consonant voicing, f0, and tone.  Abigail Cohn 1990 presents a 
comparison of nasalization in Sudanese, English, and French and considers the effects 
and interactions of phonetics and phonology in nasalization across these three languages.  
Cohn finds that in English, a language without phonological nasalization, phonetic 
processes spreading nasalization from nasal consonants onto surrounding vowels are 
given relatively free rein; she writes that ‘nasalization of vowels is very much determined 
by context’ in English (196).  Across the three languages, she finds that the degree of 
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phonetic variability permitted is subject to limitation by the phonological constraints; 
those languages with a greater degree of phonological specification with regard to the 
feature [nasal] tolerate less phonetic variability affecting this feature (Cohn 1990:196-
197, 203).   
Francis et al. 2006 explored the effect of phonological tonal specification on the 
interaction between consonant voicing and onset f0.  In nontonal languages such as 
English, the voicing of a preceding stop consonant can affect onset f0 for up to 100 ms, 
with voiceless stops triggering a higher pitch in f0 than voiced stops.  This phonetic 
pattern is supposed to arise through articulatory factors, though it may be exaggerated in 
English in order to serve as an additional cue for voicing of the preceding consonant. 
However, in tonal languages, such phonetically-based f0 perturbations may interfere with 
phonologically-specified tones.  Francis et al. investigate onset f0 in Cantonese, a tonal 
language, and find that it is affected by the preceding consonant only in the first 10 ms 
after onset of voicing (Francis et al. 2006:2884).  This constitutes another example of a 
phonetic process that not only exhibits language-specific implementations, but also can 
be suppressed by competing phonological demands.    
If phonetic suppression of coarticulation due to phonological interference from 
harmony is indeed occurring in Turkish and Tatar, then the lack of carryover 
coarticulation in disharmonic words in Tatar might indicate a commitment to maintaining 
those words as disharmonic.  While these loanwords are assimilated in other ways (such 
as through vocalic epenthesis and final devoicing of stops; see Comrie 1997:901, 904), 
they are not assimilated harmonically.  Perhaps harmonic assimilation or bidirectional 
coarticulation would create undesirable similarities to existing native roots, or perhaps the 
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disharmonic character of these loanwords is perceived as integral to their identity, and so 
preserved.  The fact that the Persian and Arabic disharmonic loans investigated in this 
paper have survived in the language for hundreds of years without being assimilated 
harmonically or exhibiting significant carryover coarticulation argues in favor of such a 
commitment, a commitment that brooks no threat, either from phonological harmonic 
assimilation or its phonetic forebear, coarticulation.    (On the age of loan words in Tatar, 
see Comrie 1997:899-900.)   
The fourth explanation for the lack of a synchronic parallel in directionality 
between harmony and coarticulation in Turkish and Tatar involves word-final stress.  
Beddor and Yavuz mention that Turkish word-final stress may be part – or all – of the 
explanation for their data, citing previous work showing that stressed vowels exhibit a 
stronger coarticulatory effect than unstressed vowels.  Majors 2006 also recognizes the 
stronger articulatory influence of stressed vowels in discussing their role in the 
development of stress-based harmony systems.  Thus, in a language with word-final 
stress, like Tatar or Turkish, one might expect anticipatory coarticulation to be dominant, 
if coarticulation moves outward from the stressed vowel.  Given this fact, the next logical 
question is whether carryover coarticulation can exist as the dominant form of 
coarticulation in a language without word-final stress.   
A brief look at the diachronic development of the Turkic languages may help to 
answer this question.  If, indeed, harmony arises from coarticulation, then – given the 
widespread left-to-right harmony in Turkic languages – carryover coarticulation must 
have been present in some earlier stage of Turkic, prior to the phonologization of 
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harmony.  If stress plays a role in determining the direction of coarticulation,16 then what 
was the stress pattern in Old and Proto-Turkic, contemporaneous to the phonologization 
of harmony?  Unfortunately, this question has no simple answer.  It is believed that 
Proto-Altaic, the predecessor of Proto-Turkic, possessed prima accentuation – that is, the 
root of the stem, generally the first syllable, carried the stress; however, there is no clear 
agreement on when word-final stress arose in Turkic (Menges 1995:74; Chen 2005:169).  
Since this question cannot be answered diachronically, it must be answered 
synchronically, by examining the coarticulatory patterns of a suffixing language with left-
to-right backness harmony and word-initial stress, such as Finnish or Hungarian.  This 
task remains to be accomplished in future work on these questions.  In the meanwhile, 
there remain two possible explanations that, together or alone, may account for the lack 
of carryover coarticulation in Tatar: either the effect of final stress overwhelms the 
coarticulatory effect, or the parallel process of vowel harmony prohibits the operation of 
carryover coarticulation.   




4. ROUNDING HARMONY 
4.1 Introduction 
Palatal harmony and coarticulation are not the only assimilatory processes at work 
in Tatar; another notable process involves the feature [round], though the exact nature of 
the process is open to debate.  In most Turkic languages that have rounding harmony, the 
high vowels are affected, but in Tatar and its closely-related neighbor Bashkir, the mid 
vowels are affected (Johanson 1998a:33).  However, while every description of Tatar 
reports some kind of restriction or notable behavior in the mid series of vowels, not all 
researchers agree that rounding harmony exists as a synchronic process in Kazan Tatar.  
The claims made by previous work on the question fall into three general categories: (1) 
Left-to-right rounding harmony exists and is active in the mid vowels; (2) the mid vowels 
are subject to a gradient assimilatory process involving roundness; (3) there is no 
harmony, but round mid vowels are not permitted in non-initial syllables.   
Johanson (1998a:33) claims that a phonological pattern of left-to-right rounding 
harmony occurs in the mid series of vowels, where harmony is triggered in /e/ and /ə/ by 
preceding /o/ or /ö/.  Comrie (1997) also claims that rounding harmony of a form exists, 
though he then specifies that ‘the degree of rounding of o and ö decreases progressively 
throughout the word,’ suggesting a gradient process (1997:903).  This claim suggests an 
intermediate possibility, where gradient and categorical processes of rounding 
assimilation are at work simultaneously in overlapping domains.  Berta (1998) also 
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claims to have found rounding harmony, writing that ‘Rounded vs. unrounded harmony is 
weakly developed.  However, [/o/] and [/ö/] are the only reduced vowels occurring after 
an [/o/] or [/ö/] of the stem syllable, and do not otherwise appear in non-first syllables’ 
(Berta 1998:284).  In contrast, Poppe (1968) does not describe any systematic rounding 
harmony; he writes only that ‘/o/ and /ö/ do not occur in non-first syllables in original 
Tatar words’ (Poppe 1968:15).  
This disparity in the literature merits further investigation.  There are four 
possible findings for such an inquiry: (1) Systematic rounding harmony is fully active in 
the mid vowels in Tatar; (2) systematic rounding harmony is active along with a gradient 
coarticulatory pattern wherein rounding decreases across any string of round mid vowels; 
(3) after an initial round mid vowel, coarticulatory rounding effects are visible across any
following mid vowels, but non-first vowels are not categorically round (no harmony); or 
(4) harmonic and coarticulatory effects related to [round] do not exist.  In short, one
might find (1) harmony, (2) harmony and coarticulation, (3) only coarticulation, or (4) 
neither harmony nor coarticulation.  Because of orthographic restrictions, direct native 
speaker judgments are not expected to be reliable in this inquiry,17 and so the 
investigation must be undertaken acoustically.   
4.2 Hypothesis 
Hypothesis 1: A gradient, but not categorical, pattern of long-distance rounding 
assimilation will be detectable in the mid vowels.   
The existence of a gradient pattern could provide an explanation for the varying 
accounts in the literature: it may more easily be overlooked than a categorical pattern, 
17 The graphemes typically associated with round mid vowels /o/ and /ö/, <о> and <ɵ>, may not appear in 
non-first syllables as a matter of spelling convention.   
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especially in a vowel space as crowded as that of the Tatar mid vowels (see Figure 7), 
leading to descriptions like that of Poppe 1968, which preclude rounding harmony.  
However, a gradient pattern may also be mistaken for a categorical pattern, the more 
especially since the existence of rounding harmony in related, neighboring languages 
may lead to expectations of its existence in the one under investigation.  Thus, should the 
hypothesis be upheld, it could explain the existence of such accounts as found in Comrie 
1997 and Berta 1998.  Thus, this single pattern, if present, could explain the variety and 
disagreement of the literature.   
4.3 Experiment 1 
In order to determine what acoustic measures most accurately differentiated the 
four mid vowels of Kazan Tatar, a few tests were run.  As mentioned in 2.4, there are 
four mid vowels in Kazan Tatar, two front and two back, two round and two non-round, 
and all four are both centralized and reduced in duration.  The goal of this section is to 
determine which acoustic measures accurately differentiate the four mid vowels in Kazan 
Tatar in the current data set.  These vowels are represented in Table 6.  (For the full 
vowel inventory of Tatar, see 2.4.2.) 
Table 6 –Tatar Mid Vowels 





Mid /ö/ /e/ /o/ /ǝ/ 
Figure 7 illustrates the overlapping range of articulation of these vowels with 
regard to F1 and F2.  The axes are inverted to reflect the typical depiction of the acoustic 
and articulatory vowel space, such that high front vowels would occupy the top left-hand 
corner of the plot and low back vowels, the bottom right, and the range of the plot is 
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restricted to the relevant values.  Because rounding has the effect of lowering all 
formants, round vowels are expected to cluster higher and further right of their unrounded 
counterparts in such a scatterplot.  However, this prediction is only partially true for each 
pair: /ö/ does indeed cluster somewhat right of /e/, and /o/ clusters somewhat higher than 
/ǝ/.   
Figure 7 - Formant Values of Tatar Mid Vowels 
4.3.1 Methods 
In order to evaluate these vowels acoustically, 368 tokens of mid vowels drawn 
from a variety of contexts were extracted from the data set.  All of these vowels were 
produced in words obeying palatal harmony and of Tatar origin.  For each vowel, F1, F2, 
and F3 at vowel midpoint were measured using a Burg LPC-based algorithm in Praat.  
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Table 7 displays the mean F1, F2, and F3 values for each vowel with their standard 
deviations.   
Table 7 – Mean Formant Values for Tatar Mid Vowels 
Vowel F1 F2 F3 
Mean SD No. of 
Tokens 
Mean SD No. of 
Tokens 
Mean SD No. of 
Tokens 
/e/ 429.66 47.220 178 2124.29 213.104 178 2938.75 170.251 175 
/ö/ 431.67 49.777 64 1889.41 244.671 63 2934.14 234.606 63 
/ǝ/ 509.71 96.496 79 1474.90 314.132 79 3050.96 337.524 71 
/o/ 462.02 57.423 47 1450.34 308.664 47 2941.56 189.977 45 
4.3.2 Results and Discussion 
To determine the degree of difference between vowels on each of these measures, 
univariate ANOVAs with F1, F2, or F3 as the dependent variable and Backness and 
Rounding   as the independent variables were run.  For F1, there was a significant main 
effect of Backness (F(1,364)=56.272, p <0.001***) and Rounding (F(1,364)=9.634, p < 
0.01**), as well as a significant interaction between Backness and Rounding 
(F(1,364)=11.404, p < 0.01**).  For F2, there was a significant main effect of Backness 
(F(1,363)=325.622, p <0.001***) and Rounding (F(1,363)=18.499, p < 0.001***), as 
well as a significant interaction between Backness and Rounding (F(1,363)=12.158, p < 
0.01**).  Finally, for F3, there was a significant main effect of Backness 
(F(1,350)=4.801, p <0.05*) and Rounding (F(1,350)=4.361, p < 0.05*), as well as a 
marginally significant interaction between Backness and Rounding (F(1,350)=3.685, 
p=0.056).  In order to further determine which pairs of vowels were best distinguished by 
which formant, follow-up ANOVAs with an independent factor of Rounding and a 
dependent factor of formant value were run.   
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Table 8 –Results of follow-up ANOVAs for pairwise comparisons 
Vowel Pair Formant Results 
/e/-/ö/ F1 F(1,240)=0.774, p=0.774 
F2 F(1,239)=52.216, p < 0.001*** 
F3 F(1,236)=0.027, p=0.869 
/ǝ/-/o/ F1 F(1,124)=9.465, p < 0.01** 
F2 F(1,124)=0.182, p=0.670 
F3 F(1,114)=3.930, p=0.050* 
As shown in Table 8, F2 significantly differentiates round and nonround front 
vowels, but not back vowels, and F1 differentiates round and nonround back vowels.  F3 
is at the cusp of significance in differentiating round and nonround back values, with a p-
value of exactly 0.050.  Thus, it appears that in the current data set, rounding is best 
differentiated with different measures based on the harmonic class of the words in 
question – F2 for front harmonic words, and F1 for back harmonic words.   
4.4 Experiment 2 
4.4.1 Methods 
The purpose of this experiment is to investigate the degree of rounding in the mid 
series of vowels, and particularly to determine whether non-initial vowels in a sequence 
of mid vowels begun by a round vowel are round or non-round, or if a gradient pattern of 
decreasing rounding exists.  To accomplish this, target words containing only mid vowels 
were extracted from the data set.  Words of Russian origin were excluded.  Due to a 
paucity of tokens in the data set, words with the back mid vowels /o/ and /ǝ/ were 
subsequently excluded as well.  The remaining words containing only the front mid 
vowels /ö/ and /e/ were divided into heterogeneous and homogeneous categories.  
Homogeneous words contained only /e/, while heterogeneous lexemes contained initial 
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/ö/ followed by one or more instances of /e/.  Examples from each category are shown in 
(6).   
(6) a. Homogeneous kerfek 
[kerfek] 
‘eyelash‘ 
b. Heterogeneous mögez 
[møgez] 
‘horn’ 
However, only four homogeneous target words containing front mid vowels were 
extracted; therefore, homogeneous target words were also excluded in favor of syllable-
to-syllable analysis within heterogeneous tokens.  Thus, in words like mögez ‘horn‘, 
shown in (21)(b), and mögezegez ‘yourpl horn’, shown in (18), the F2 values of vowels in 
each syllable were compared to those in each other syllable.  If rounding harmony is 
present, this analysis should show no significant changes between syllables.  If rounding 
coarticulation emanating from the round vowel in the first syllable is present, then 
differences between syllables should increase with increasing distance, with the 
difference between syllables 1 and 4 being greater than that between syllables 1 and 2.  If 
no rounding assimilation is present, then a significant difference is expected between the 
first syllable and all other syllables, but not among noninitial syllables 2, 3, and 4.  
Because only front vocalic words containing /ö/ and /e/ were included in the analysis, the 
measure of rounding used was the value of the second formant (F2), which was indicated 
in Experiment 1 to be the best measure of rounding among front mid vowels.  
4.4.2 Results 
In order to determine the degree of rounding across syllables, a univariate 
ANOVA with a dependent factor of F2 and an independent factor of Syllable (four 
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levels) was conducted.18  The main effect of Syllable was significant (F(3,90)=3.309, p 
<0.05*).  In order to determine which syllables were responsible for this effect, post-hoc 
tests using Bonferroni correction were conducted.  The adjusted p-values for pairwise 
comparisons of F2 values among syllables 2, 3, and 4 were not significant, but the 
difference between the first and second syllable was significant (adjusted p <0.05*).  
Mean F2 values for each syllable are reported in Table 9.   
Table 9 – Mean F2 Values 
Independent Factors Mean F2 Standard Deviation N 
Syllable 1 1883.21 Hz 235.849 33 
Syllable 2 2039.54 Hz 231.519 39 
Syllable 3 1992.44 Hz 115.975 16 
Syllable 4 2012.17 Hz 137.200 6 
4.4.3 Homogeneous Words 
In addition to heterogeneous forms of the form /ö…e…(e…e)/, a small number of 
heterogeneous words containing only round mid or nonround mid vowels were collected.  
Though the total number of tokens from such words was too small for reliable statistics to 
be conducted, the mean formant values of such words are presented in Table 10 below.  
As is expected by the premise that rounding lowers formant values, the mean F2 value for 
front mid round vowel /ö/ is lower than any of the values of /e/ broken down by syllable, 
and the mean F2 value of back mid round vowel /o/ at 1254.60 Hz is lower than the 
overall mean F2 for its nonround counterpart /ǝ/ at 1474.90 Hz (see Table 7).  
Additionally, there is a slight pattern found across syllables in homogeneous words 
18 In an initial analysis, an additional independent factor of Stress was included to detect any possible 
interference between assimilation to the stressed syllable (i.e. right-to-left coarticulation) and left-to-right 
harmonic assimilation and/or coarticulation.  (For more on the effect of stress on coarticulation, see 3.5.)  
However, the effect of Stress was highly non-significant (F(1,86)=0.205, p > 0.652), and the interaction 
between Syllable and Stress was also non-significant (F(1,86)=2.930, p > 0.091).  Therefore, Stress was 
excluded from the final analysis.   
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containing only /e/; the mean F2 value for /e/ in the first syllable of homogeneous words 
is slightly lower than in the second, which in turn is lower than the third, which is lower 
than the fourth.  This suggests that some form of coarticulation may be occurring, 
perhaps triggered by the final stressed /e/, with the F2 values of preceding /e/ tokens 
rising as the distance from the final stressed syllable decreases.   However, this pattern 
cannot be confirmed without more extensive data.   
Table 10 – Mean F2 Values in Homogeneous Words 
Vowel Syllable Mean F2 Value Standard Deviation N 
/e/ 1 1960.50 Hz 91.991 4 
/e/ 2 1969.00 Hz 87.704 4 
/e/ 3 2150.00 Hz 120.208 2 
/e/ 4 2145.50 Hz 0.707 2 
/ö/ 1 1880.13 Hz 147.975 8 
/o/ 1 1254.60 Hz 97.894 5 
4.4.4 Discussion 
The nearly significant main effect of Syllable, combined with Bonferroni tests 
showing that what effect was present was attributable to differences between the first and 
second syllable, suggest that the vowel in the initial syllable in the heterogeneous tokens 
tested is distinct from subsequent vowels in non-initial syllables.  The lower mean F2 
found in Syllable 1 further suggests that these tokens are indeed the mid front round 
vowel /ö/, while the vowel in Syllables 2-4 is closer to /e/ than /ö/.  The mean F2 values 
for Syllable 1 and Syllable 2, Unstressed reflect this conclusion, falling close to the mean 
overall values for /ö/ and /e/ (c.f. Tables 8 and 9).  The mean values for Syllables 3 and 4, 
both stressed and unstressed, fall between the overall mean values for /ö/ and /e/, a fact 
reiterated by the non-significant Bonferroni tests.  Thus, it appears that the initial vowels 
in these heterogeneous target words are round, while the non-initial vowels are non-
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round.  The lack of significant difference across the sequence of non-initial vowels 
suggests that no gradient pattern of decreasing rounding is present; at least, such a pattern 
is not detected with the present methodology.  Despite the durational reduction and 
centralization of the vowels, it appears most likely that neither rounding harmony nor 
rounding coarticulation are at work in the speech data from Kazan Tatar investigated 
herein.  Nonetheless, a more complete investigation, which should incorporate both 
homogeneous and heterogeneous target words, control for the effect of surrounding and 
intervening consonants, and evaluate both the front and back mid vowel pairs, is 





This thesis examined the coarticulatory processes paralleling palatal and labial 
harmony in Kazan Tatar.  In Chapter 1, the topic and general hypotheses were 
introduced.  In 2.1, the origins of the Tatar people, ethnonym, and language were 
discussed and contextualized, section 2.2 addressed the current sociolinguistic situation 
of the Tatar language within Tatarstan, and section 2.3 discussed the relevant linguistic 
history of the language.  Sections 2.4 – 2.6 provided information about the phonetics, 
phonology, and orthography of Tatar, and section 2.7 presented many of the theoretical 
accounts proposed in explanation of vowel harmony throughout the history of generative 
linguistics to the present day.  In 2.8, the methods of data elicitation for the current study 
were presented, and chapters 3 and 4 investigated the coarticulatory effects relating to the 
features [back] and [round], respectively.   
In chapter 3, the phonetic processes of long-distance vowel-to-vowel assimilation 
affecting the features[back] in Kazan Tatar were investigated acoustically, and the 
implications of the results for the interaction of substantially similar phonetic and 
phonological processes was discussed.  Kazan Tatar possesses a broad system of palatal 
harmony, wherein native roots and affixes agree with regard to the feature [back].  The 
language also boasts a generous cache of disharmonic words of long standing in the 
language.  This study examined the coarticulatory processes present in these disharmonic 
words and found that, while right-to-left or anticipatory palatal coarticulation is 
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widespread, left-to-right or carryover coarticulation is virtually nonexistent with regard to 
backness.  This result echoes a similar finding by Beddor and Yavuz 1995 for Turkish 
and is particularly interesting because, both in Turkish and Kazan Tatar, the 
coarticulatory process that parallels vowel harmony in direction, target, and triggers was 
almost entirely absent.  This repeated absence suggests a systematic relationship between 
vowel harmony and coarticulation.  Specifically,  when harmony emerges – which is 
hypothesized to occur through the phonologization of coarticulation (Ohala 1994a; 
Linebaugh 2007; Majors 2006; Beddor & Yavuz 1995) – the coarticulatory process that 
gave rise to harmony is subsequently eradicated.   
Some linguists, such as Ohala (1994a, 1994b) and Linebaugh (2007), have argued 
that the phonetic bases of vowel harmony are sufficient to explain harmony and that 
phonological mechanisms and constraints are not required.  In particular, Linebaugh 
writes that ‘it is not necessary to assume phonological patterns are shaped by innate 
features or innate constraints’ (2007:iii).  It is shown here, though, that the clearly 
categorical process of vowel harmony not only arises from but also impacts the gradient 
phonetic process of coarticulation to the point of removing the phonetic process, in part 
or in full, from the language.  Yet, if harmony and other phonological patterns are no 
more than the sum of phonetic workings, how can they reflect back the phonetic process 
of their origin and effect change to it?  This two-way interaction between gradient and 
categorical processes argues for the separate and phonological nature of vowel harmony.  
In Chapter 4, the nature of long-distance vowel-to-vowel processes relating to the 
feature [round] in Kazan Tatar was investigated.  There is a distinct lack of agreement in 
the literature as to the status of rounding harmony in Kazan Tatar, and the current work 
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aimed to resolve some of this disagreement.  Lowering of the second formant was taken 
to indicate rounding, and the degree of rounding across syllables was measured in words 
with sequences of mid vowels initiated by a round vowel – that is, /ö…e….e…/ 
sequences.  No significant formant lowering was found in any syllable except the first.  
This result suggests that neither rounding harmony nor rounding coarticulation is present 
in the data.   
5.1 Future Research 
A number of avenues for future research follow logically from the present study.  
With regard to the interaction between harmony and coarticulation, the arguments 
developed herein would benefit from further study in a number of directions.  First, the 
question of the effect of word-final stress on coarticulatory effects remains outstanding.  
In order to determine whether the lack of carryover coarticulation was due not to erasure 
by harmony but to word-final stress, an investigation into the coarticulatory effects of a 
harmonic language with left-to-right harmony but word-initial stress, such as Finnish, 
should be conducted.  The results of such a study would have direct bearing on the 
position set forth herein.  A further test could be conducted by investigating the 
coarticulatory patterns of languages with right-to-left harmony and initial or final stress. 
If harmony indeed eliminates the coarticulatory process from which it arises, then such 
languages would be expected to exhibit little to no anticipatory coarticulation, regardless 
of the stress pattern.   
Finally, the investigation conducted herein with regard to rounding harmony and 
coarticulation was limited in both scope and outcome.  The nature of rounding 
assimilation in Kazan Tatar is still not adequately documented, and a study that considers 
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both homogeneous and heterogeneous sequences of mid vowels, evaluates the effect of 
intervening consonants, and assesses not only front but also back mid vowels in Kazan 
Tatar could produce more reliable and thorough results with regard to round harmony and 
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Appendix A   Prototypical Harmonic Roots and Affixes 
Table A 1 – Harmonic Roots and Affixes 
Verbs – Infinitives 
Tatar IPA Gloss
barırğa [bɒrɘrʁɑ] ‘to go’
torırğa [torɘrʁɑ] ‘to stand up’ 
juwarğa [juwɑrʁɑ] ‘to wash’
kilärgä [kilærgæ] ‘to come’
peşerergä  [peʃerergæ] ‘to cook’
sörtergä [sørtergæ] ‘to wipe’
Nouns – Singular and Plural 
Singular Plural Gloss
Tatar IPA Tatar IPA
äni [æni] änilär [ænilær] ‘mother’
kön [køn] könnär [kønnær] ‘day’
tez [tez] tezlär [tezlær] ‘knee’
tersäk [tersεk] tersäklär [tersεklær] ‘elbow’
iyäk [ijεk] iyäklär [ijεklær] ‘chin’
taban [tɒbɑn] tabannar [tɒbɑnnɑr] ‘sole of foot’ 
saqal [sɒqɑl] saqallar [sɒqɑllɑr] ‘beard’
borın [borən] borınnar [borənnar] ‘nose’
urman [urmɑn] urmannar [urmɑnnɑr] ‘forest’
bal [bɒl] ballar [bɒllɑr] ‘honey’
balıq [bɒlıq] balıqlar [bɒlıqlɑr] ‘fish’
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Appendix B  Disharmonic Affixation Patterns 
Table B 1 – Disharmonic Roots and Affixes 
Disharmonic words with [+back], [-back] stems and [-back] affix 
Tatar IPA Gloss Tatar IPA Gloss
ğailä [ʁɑjlæ] ‘family’ ğailälär [ʁɑjlælær] ‘families’
qaläm [qɒlεm] ‘pencil’ qalämnär [qɒlεmnær] ‘pencils’
tufli [tufli] ‘shoe’ tuflilär [tuflilær] ‘shoes’ 
ğalim [ʁɑlim] ‘scholar, 
scientist’ 
ğalimnär [ʁɑlimnær] ‘scholars, 
scientists’ 
ğadi [ʁɑdi] ‘simplistic’ ğadiräk [ʁɑdiræk] ‘more simplistic’ 
Disharmonic words with [-back], [+back] stems and [+back] affix 
Tatar IPA Gloss Tatar IPA Gloss
imza [imzɑ] ‘signature’ imzalar [imzɑlɑr] ‘signatures’ 
bina [binɑ] ‘building’ binalar [binɑlɑr] ‘buildings’
misal [misɑl] ‘example’ misallar [misɑllɑr] ‘examples’ 
zindan [zindɑn] ‘dungeon’ zindannar [zindɑnnɑr] ‘dungeon’ 
kitap [kitɑp] ‘book’ kitaplar [kitɑplɑr] ‘books’
inşa [inʃɑ] ‘essay’ inşalar [inʃɑlɑr] ‘essays’
Disharmonic words with [+back], [-back] stems and [+back] affix 
Tatar IPA Gloss Tatar IPA Gloss
fatir [fɒtir] ‘apartment’ fatirlar [fɒtirlɑr] ‘apartments’ 
tarix [tɒrix] ‘history’ tarixlar [tɒrixlɑr] ‘histories’
tavis [tɒvis] ‘peacock’ tavislar [tɒvislɑr] ‘peacocks’
Words of Russian origin ending in - ия 
Tatar Gloss Tatar Gloss
revolutsiya ‘revolution’ revolutsiyalär ‘revolutions’
demonstratsiya ‘demonstration’ demonstratsiyalär ‘demonstrations’ 
armiya ‘army’ armiyalär ‘armies’
demokratiya ‘democracy’ demokratiya ‘democracies’
infektsiya ‘infection’ infektsiyalar ‘infections’
komediya ‘comedy’ komediyalar ‘comedies’
avariya ‘accident’ avariyalar ‘accidents’
Assorted 
Tatar IPA Gloss Tatar IPA Gloss
älifba [ælifbɑ] ‘alphabet’ älifbalar [ælifbɑlɑr] ‘alphabets’ 
imtixan [imtixɑn] ‘examination’ imtixannar [imtixɑnnɑr] ‘examinations’ 
kitapxanä [kitɑpxɑnæ] ‘library’ kitapxanälär [kitɑpxɑnælær] ‘libraries’ 
